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ABSTRACT

A recent study by McKinsey & Company (Benson-Armer, Otto and Webster
2015) found that half the executives they survey rate capability building as one of their
firms’ top three priorities. This research also concludes that building capabilities in the
domains of strategic marketing and entrepreneurship represents an urgent task in
capability management. The importance of capability development and management is
also recognized by leading strategic marketing and entrepreneurship scholars (e.g.
Moorman and Day 2016; Day and Schoemaker 2016; Teece 2012). These authors suggest
that managers demand new ways to help firms compete in today’s fast-changing
environment. Dynamic capabilities are considered as high potential ways to help address
this challenge.
Surprisingly, the extant marketing and entrepreneurship literatures provide limited
theoretical and empirical insight into: 1) how dynamic capabilities affect the firm’s
resource base to create value; and 2) how firms develop these types of capabilities. My
dissertation aims to push the frontier of dynamic capability research on these issues. I
develop three essays in my dissertation, each of which focuses on distinct research
questions.
The first two essays are empirical and focus on the deployment of a dynamic
capability critical to strategic marketing and entrepreneurship – Dynamic Network
Capability (DNC). Building upon extant dynamic capability frameworks and definitions,
I define DNC as the firm’s ability to sense, seize and transform external collaborative
relationships. My empirical context is new product development (NPD). Specifically,
Essay 1 investigates how DNC shapes major innovation capability under turbulence and
2

Essay 2 investigates how DNC drives competitive performance through speed of product
reconfiguration among firms of different ages.
Essay 3 is conceptual and develops a theoretical framework explaining the
development and sustainability of dynamic capabilities. I clarify the learning experience
that underlies dynamic capabilities and introduce a new concept that specifies the
connection between entrepreneurship and dynamic capability development. I apply this
new thinking to offer a set of propositions that inform high-stakes research areas in the
dynamic capability literature.
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CHAPTER 1

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

11

1.1. Research Opportunities
Dynamic capabilities represent a class of capabilities that systematically change
and reconfigure a firm’s resource base (Teece, Pisano and Shuen 1997; Helfat and Peteraf
2003; Teece 2007, 2012, 2014). Prior research proposes that these capabilities are
capable of helping firms handle (e.g. adapt to or shape) external changes, and therefore,
are instrumental to creating and securing a competitive advantage in increasingly
dynamic markets. While much effort has been devoted to establishing what dynamic
capabilities are, two fundamental questions remain largely unexplored: 1) how do
dynamic capabilities affect the firm’s resource base to create value? 2) how do firms
develop these types of capabilities? In this dissertation, I identify and investigate three
specific research gaps in the dynamic capability literature.
First, what are the types of resource change that a dynamic capability enables?
Helfat and Winter (2011) suggest that “change is always occurring to some extent” (p.
1245), therefore, more meaningful investigation of the impact of dynamic capabilities
should access the nature and speed of resource change that they enable. A recent
literature review by Vogel and Guttel (2013) indicates that research on this issue remains
rare. To capture this research opportunity, in this dissertation, Essay 1 (Chapter 2) and
Essay 2 (Chapter 3) empirically examine two distinct mechanisms through which a
dynamic capability alters a firm’s resource base. Essay 3 (Chapter 4) provides a new
conceptual framework that extends the current thinking on this issue.
Second, how do organizational contexts affect the impact of a dynamic capability?
Currently there is little research that studies how organizational contextual factors
moderate the impact of a dynamic capability on actual resource reconfiguration. This is
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quite surprising given scholars seem to have reached a consensus that the impact of a
dynamic capability is contingent on organizational contexts and should be mediated by
resource reconfiguration (Zahra, Sapienza and Davidsson 2006; Morgan 2012; Schilke
2014a). To fill this research gap, Essay 1 (Chapter 2) and Essay 2 (Chapter 3) in this
dissertation carefully incorporate salient organizational contextual moderators (e.g.,
environmental dynamism, internal dynamism and firm age) in the empirical models. In
addition, Essay 3 (Chapter 4) offers new propositions that challenge and extend the
existing thinking on the role of organizational context.
Third, how do firms build and sustain strong dynamic capabilities? The literature
on dynamic capability development is underdeveloped. More critically, as I explained in
Essay 3 (Chapter 4), the popular ‘learning to learn’ concept stagnates theory-building
related to the development of dynamic capabilities. This concept not only exhibits a
logical contradiction to the fundamental premise of dynamic capabilities, but fails to
explain how dynamic capabilities can be sustained and strengthened over time. I seize
this research opportunity and develop a new conceptual framework in Essay 3 (Chapter
4) to tackle this important research topic. In addition, the empirical findings of Essay 1
(Chapter 2) offer preliminary evidence that supports the proposed framework.
I map the overall contributions of my three essays to the three research
opportunities in Table 1.1. As I demonstrate in the chapters that follow, the essays
complement each other and work together to address these research opportunities,
advancing dynamic capability research. As explained in the following sections, I link
dynamic capability arguments to the marketing strategy, innovation and entrepreneurship
literatures.
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Table 1.1. Contributions and Research Opportunities

Essay

1st

2nd

3rd

Title

How dynamic network
capability shapes major
innovation capability under
turbulence
When is speed of product
reconfiguration a missing
link? Dynamic network
capability, firm age and
competitive performance
Keeping dynamic
capabilities fresh and strong:
The role of higher-order
learning experience and
critical entrepreneurial
events

Research
opportunity #1:
The types of
resource change that
a dynamic capability
enables

Research
opportunity #2:
How organizational
contexts affect the
impact of a dynamic
capability

Research
opportunity #3:
How firms build
and sustain strong
dynamic
capabilities

Empirical
contribution

Empirical
contribution

Empirical
contribution

Empirical
contribution

Empirical
contribution

Conceptual
contribution

Conceptual
contribution

Conceptual
contribution

1.2. Three Essays in the Dissertation
The first two essays are empirical and focus on the deployment of dynamic
network capability (DNC) – a dynamic capability critical to strategic marketing and
entrepreneurship. Building upon extant dynamic capability frameworks and definitions, I
define DNC as the firm’s ability to sense, seize and transform external collaborative
relationships. For both essays, the empirical setting is new product development (NPD).
Essay 1 is titled “How dynamic network capability shapes major innovation
capability under turbulence”. I investigate how DNC shapes major innovation
capability. To do so, I integrate the dynamic capability, generative learning (e.g. Baker
and Sinkula 2007) and major innovation (e.g. Slater, Mohr and Sengupta 2014) literatures
to theorize that DNC enables generative learning and in turn, the development of major
14

innovation capability. Furthermore, I hypothesize and provide empirical evidence that
these relationships are particularly strong under conditions of high environmental and
internal dynamism. Major innovation capability is a rare, valuable and inimitable
organizational capability (i.e., resource) for firms in dynamic market environments
(O’Connor 2008). Therefore, this essay suggests that NPD generative learning represents
a key mechanism for resource reconfiguration through which DNC creates value for the
firm under turbulence. At the same time, major innovation capability is considered a
dynamic capability (O’Connor 2008). Therefore, this study also sheds light on a
mechanism through which a dynamic capability can be developed. The findings of this
essay help address all three research opportunities identified above.
Essay 2 is titled “When is speed of product reconfiguration a missing link?
Dynamic network capability, firm age and competitive performance”. It examines
how DNC impacts the firm’s competitive advantage through NPD speed. Here, NPD
speed is conceptualized as the speed of reconfiguration for an essential marketing
operational resource (i.e., product). I study NPD speed because speed of operational
resource reconfiguration represents an important yet overlooked mechanism through
which dynamic capabilities impact firm performance (Helfat and Winter 2011).
Importantly, I integrate arguments from the entrepreneurial marketing literature and test
the moderating effects of firm age on the influence of DNC. The empirical findings
provide fresh insight to the strategic marketing and entrepreneurship literature: DNC
contributes to competitive performance through different routes and among firms of
different ages. This essay captures the first and second research opportunities.
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Essay 3 is titled “Keeping dynamic capabilities fresh and strong: The role of
higher-order learning experience and critical entrepreneurial events”. This essay is
conceptual and offers a theoretical framework that explains the development and
sustainability of dynamic capabilities. Building upon ideas from the market learning and
entrepreneurship literatures (e.g. Zahra, Sapienza and Davidsson 2006), I argue that
higher-order generative learning experiences are foundational to building dynamic
capabilities. This type of learning is associated with entrepreneurship, but not all
enterprising activities create higher-order learning. This suggests the need to focus on
‘critical entrepreneurial events’ that occur at the firm level in a discontinuous, nonroutine manner. I argue that these events contribute to the development of dynamic
capabilities. In turn, dynamic capabilities help support and routinize the occurrence of
critical entrepreneurial events. This process manifests in a self-reinforcing spiral through
which a firm builds and then strengthens and refreshes its dynamic capabilities over time.
I apply the self-reinforcing spiral concept to: 1) advance existing thinking around the
impact of dynamic capabilities in highly dynamic environments; 2) pinpoint the key
theoretical differentiation between concepts of ‘entrepreneurial capability’ and ‘dynamic
capability’; and 3) propose how early entrepreneurial decisions and actions may impact
the long-term development and sustainability of dynamic capabilities. My discussions
respond to all three research opportunities.

1.3. Why is this Research Important for Strategic Marketing and
Entrepreneurship?
My dissertation contributes to the strategic marketing and entrepreneurship
literatures in several ways. First, I add needed theorization and novel empirical evidence
16

regarding the mechanism(s) (e.g., generative learning, speed of reconfiguration) through
which a critical dynamic capability such as DNC affects the firm’s operational resource
base (e.g., NPD knowledge, product) and competitive advantage. Second, I delineate the
impact of a dynamic capability under dynamic environments, i.e. the ‘new normal’
marketing managers and innovative firms are facing today. Third, I shed light on how a
dynamic capability such as DNC may operate differently in firms of different ages, filling
an important gap in the entrepreneurial marketing literature (Bocconcelli et al. 2016;
Zahra et al. 2006). Finally, I extend our understanding of how a firm may develop and
sustain dynamic capabilities. In particular, I specify the connection between
entrepreneurship and dynamic capability and offer a number of novel research directions.
Overall, my dissertation deepens and extends our knowledge on both the deployment and
the development of dynamic capabilities in marketing and entrepreneurship.
For marketers and entrepreneurs, my dissertation provides timely and relevant
insights into designing, implementing and evaluating the firm’s capability programs. This
is pertinent given a recent McKinsey & Company study reports that half of executives
rate capability building as one of their firms’ top three priorities (Benkert and Van Dam
2015). Further, building strategic marketing and entrepreneurship capabilities represents
one of most urgent tasks in capability management. Yet, there are pressing needs among
organizations to understand the learning activities required to build these important
capabilities and link them to competitive outcomes and performance (Benson-Armer,
Otto and Webster 2015). As explained in each essay, my research responds to these needs
and offers actionable advice to practitioners.
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1.4. Overview of Methodology
The two empirical essays use two rounds of survey data from a sample of 184
small and medium-sized manufacturing and technology firms in the U.S. The sample
consists of a mix of young and established firms. I work with a key firm informant who is
knowledgeable about the firm’s NPD process, collaboration history and overall strategy.
My participants are recruited using Qualtrics Panels, a well-established B2B online panel
provider.
Three reasons support the choice of survey method. First, the research
opportunities indicate that my investigation as at the relatively early stage of research in
the dynamic capability literature (as per Edmondson and McManus 2007). My models
investigate the variance relationships between the constructs of innovation, network,
learning and entrepreneurship. Such tests require quantitative analysis (e.g. regression)
using large samples. Therefore, a survey method is appropriate. Second, many core
variables in these two essays are extremely difficult to capture without survey data. For
example, the construct of dynamic network capability (DNC) has three dimensions; they
reflect a firm’s processes and routines to sense, seize and transform collaboration
relationships. These dimensions are subtle yet distinct. Finding secondary data that can
approximate and distinguish them would be highly unlikely. Third, the survey research
approach is consistent with the existing norm in dynamic capability research as well as
the literature upon which I draw my arguments. All core constructs in the essays are
derived from prior survey-based research.
Qualtrics Panels was selected as the data collection partner for two reasons. First,
it has been utilized in prior research in marketing strategy (Dahlquist and Griffith 2012;
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Brown, Zablah, Bellenger and Donthu 2012). Second, after performing due diligence on
numerous leading B2B online panel data providers, I found that Qualtrics Panels was
more inclined to meet the high standards of academic research. As I explain in Essay 1
(Chapter 2) and Essay 3 (Chapter 3), I was able to work with Qualtrics Panels to
introduce a wide range of quality control measures throughout the survey.
To address the issue of common method variance (CMV), I used a range of wellestablished procedural and statistical remedies. Procedurally, I used fact-based, objective
measures where possible, separated the key variable items as far apart as possible in the
survey, and used second-round data to compare with the primary data. Statistically, I
performed the Harman’s one-factor test. Finally, my models are complex and involve a
number theoretical interaction terms which negate the potential threat of CMV on the
findings.

1.5. The Structure of this Dissertation
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents Essay 1 and
includes the theory development, research hypotheses, methodology (data collection and
measures), results (reliability, validity, common method variance and hypothesis testing)
and a discussion of theoretical and managerial implications. Likewise, Chapter 3 presents
Essay 2. Chapter 4 presents Essay 3. I provide concluding remarks in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2

HOW DYNAMIC NETWORK CAPABILITY SHAPES MAJOR INNOVATION
CAPABILITY UNDER TURBULENCE

20

2.1. Introduction
Major innovations involve the creation of new and radical products (O’Connor
2008). The ability to develop major innovations is valuable, rare and inimitable, and can
help sustain a firm’s competitive advantage (Chandy and Tellis 1998). However, the
development of major innovation capability (MIC) is a difficult task. It requires a
complex configuration of organizational resources to cope with external (e.g. market and
technology) and internal (e.g. resource and organizational) uncertainties (O’Connor
2008). Although recent innovation and marketing literature focuses on clarifying the
specific components that constitute MIC (Slater, Mohr and Sengupta 2014), researchers
have paid little attention to the processes that can orchestrate and configure these
components. The study of antecedent processes will provide important insight into the
development of MIC, and therefore advance the existing literature on innovation and
marketing.
In this paper, I extend the classic argument that dynamic capabilities are
organizational routines that alter a firm’s existing resource base (Helfat and Peteraf 2003;
Teece 2007). That is, I build on others (Wilden and Gudergan 2015; Weerawardena,
Mort, Salunke, Knight and Liesch 2015) to reason that the dynamic capabilities from one
domain can contribute to building the dynamic capabilities of another. Given MIC is
considered a dynamic capability of marketing activity (O’Connor 2008; Slater et al.
2014), I investigate if and how a specific dynamic capability may help develop MIC.
The dynamic capability of interest is Dynamic Network Capability (DNC).
Building on Teece’s (2007) dynamic capability framework and the definition used in
prior literature, I define DNC as the firm’s ability to sense, seize, and transform
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collaborative network relationships that are external to the organization. The focus on
DNC is motivated by two concerns. First, although prior research in marketing highlights
the importance of network collaboration and network learning on general innovation
efforts (Fang 2008; Weerawardena et al. 2015), whether and how these collaboration
activities impact major (rather than general or incremental) innovation efforts has not
been studied systematically (Coviello and Joseph 2012; Capaldo 2007). Second, extant
research in innovation primarily focuses on seeking the ‘best’ or ‘ideal’ patterns or
configurations in collaborative activities (Chang and Taylor 2016), but little is known
about the impact of the dynamic capability that manages and modifies these collaboration
configurations. Therefore, it remains unclear how such a dynamic capability (i.e., DNC)
contributes to the firm’s major innovation efforts. In short, additional research is needed
to: 1) confirm; and 2) delineate the linkage between DNC and the firm’s ability to
develop major innovations (MIC).
This research attempts to advance these questions. In doing so, it addresses three
research gaps within the innovation and marketing literatures. First, how can MIC be
developed? Building upon the literature on market learning and major innovation
(Sinkula, Baker and Noordewier 1997; Baker and Sinkula 2002; Kim and AtuaheneGima 2010), I argue that NPD generative learning is one important mechanism by which
MIC can be developed. In my arguments, NPD generative learning comprises: 1) NPD
unlearning; and 2) NPD exploratory learning. Together, they encompass the specific
learning experiences that contribute to the development of MIC. My rationale is premised
on the recognition that the major innovation process is generally highly iterative, nonpredictive and non-linear (Coviello and Joseph 2012). As a result, the path leading to
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MIC requires frequent and dramatic resource reconfigurations to cope with iteration and
change. While ‘general’ NPD learning experience underlies the development of ‘general’
innovation capability (Slater et al. 2014; Schilke 2014b), I argue that generative NPD
learning underlies the intensive resource reconfiguration process specific to the
development of MIC.
Second, I ask: what is the impact of DNC on NPD generative learning and in turn,
the development of MIC? I integrate the dynamic capability, generative learning and
major innovation literatures to posit that DNC can help a firm reconfigure its NPD
knowledge stock and create the generative learning experience that aids the development
of MIC. By examining the linkages between DNC, NPD generative learning and MIC, I
hope to provide a fine-grained analysis on one way that DNC alter resources to create
value for firms in the context of major innovation. More broadly, I also fill an important
gap identified by Vogel and Guttel (2013). Their review indicates that empirical research
examining if and how a dynamic capability changes a firm’s resource base is rare. My
research provides empirical insight to suggest that the resource base reconfiguration
enabled by dynamic capability is generative in nature.
Third, I ask: how might environmental and internal dynamism moderate the
relationships among DNC, NPD generative learning, and MIC? A deeper understanding
of how DNC may shape MIC requires insight into why firms that have similar levels of
DNC exhibit different levels of NPD generative learning and MIC. The role of
environmental dynamism is a central debate in dynamic capability research (Morgan
2012). While current literature is largely devoted to how environmental dynamism affects
the impact of dynamic capabilities on overall performance (e.g., Schilke 2014a), there is
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minimal research that investigates how environmental dynamism may moderate the
impact of a dynamic capability on actual resource (re)configuration. Research that
explores the role of environmental dynamism on capability development is likewise
limited. In the existing marketing literature, environmental dynamism is often considered
to be a ‘threat’ to be overcome by MIC. This research provides a fresh perspective. I
hypothesize that environmental dynamism may strengthen the impact of DNC on
generative learning and that a firm is more likely to convert generative learning
experience into MIC in dynamic environments. In doing so, I shed new light into the role
of environmental dynamism on the deployment and development of dynamic capabilities.
Relatedly, I contend that the effects of environmental dynamism depend on a
firm’s internal dynamism, that is, the extent to which internal organizational structures,
procedures and rules change substantially (Maltz and Kohli 1996, 2000; Homburg,
Jensen and Krohmer 2008). I argue that when the levels of environmental and internal
dynamism are both high, the relationships amongst DNC, generative learning and MIC
are the strongest. My proposed model therefore examines the ability of DNC to drive
generative learning experience and subsequently MIC under turbulence. As a result, my
research provides new insight to the entrepreneurial marketing literature (e.g., Read,
Dew, Sarasvathy, Song and Wiltbank 2009).
It is important to note that DNC is unlikely the only factor that affects the firm’s
knowledge (re)configuration and generative learning in NPD. Likewise, I do not suggest
that NPD knowledge stock is the sole factor affecting the development of MIC. This
research simply focuses on investigating if DNC’s ability to reconfigure network
resources can enhance generative learning in NPD and if such a specific learning
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experience can enable the development of MIC. In addition, I do not suggest in any way
that MIC is an ordinary (or lower-order, operational) capability (Zahra, Sapienza and
Davidsson 2006; Teece 2014) dictated by DNC. As I stated above, MIC is a dynamic
capability. I theorize that DNC (as a dynamic capability) helps reconfigure NPD
knowledge (as an operational resource), which contributes to the development of MIC (as
a dynamic capability). In other words, I highlight how a dynamic capability from one
domain (network collaboration) may help provide operational resources to develop a
dynamic capability in NPD (another separate domain). Below is the conceptual model for
this paper:

Figure 2.1. Conceptual Model of Relationships between Dynamic Network
Capability, NPD Generative Learning and Major Innovation Capability under
Turbulence

2.2. Theory Development
In this section, I will explain what MIC is, theorize about the specific NPD
learning experience that is crucial to the development of MIC, and then suggest how
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DNC may affect them. Lastly, I propose how environmental dynamism and internal
dynamism may moderate these relationships.
MIC refers to a firm’s ability to successfully develop new and/or radical product
innovations (O’Connor 2008; Coviello and Joseph 2012). The development of major
innovations employs substantially different technologies from existing products, and
offer greater benefits to customers in comparison to those products (Chandy and Tellis
1998). While incremental product innovations often provide gradual improvements,
major product innovations bring dramatically new changes to the core technology and/or
the customer benefits.
Researchers have suggested that a firm’s ability to develop major innovations
benefits both its market and financial positions (Rubera and Kirca 2012). For example,
MIC can potentially destroy the market positions of incumbents and thus help a new
player take the lead in the market (Tellis, Prabhu and Chandy 2009). A firm may also
charge a premium price for major innovations, resulting in superior financial value
(Kleinschmidt and Cooper 1991). In today’s increasingly uncertain market environment,
MIC is arguably even more vital to firms than before because it can become a necessity
to the growth and survival of firms (Day 2011). Finally, MIC is difficult to imitate, thus it
helps to maintain competitive advantage (Chandy and Tellis 1998).
However, MIC is also difficult to develop. Prior literature suggests that
organizational learning is an important factor in developing general innovation capability
(Schilke 2014b). In terms of major innovation capability, Slater et al. (2014) have
suggested that its development requires a complex orchestration of organizational
components. In their conceptualization, leadership (e.g. market vision), organizational
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culture (e.g. orientation) and organizational characteristics (e.g. partners and functional
integration) are the key components that together, form a firm’s MIC. A careful review of
their model reveals that organizational learning is a constant (yet unspecified) theme
throughout the discussions of these components. Below, I will detail my views on the
organizational learning that underlies these components.

2.2.1. Generative Learning and the Development of MIC
Given that MIC is considered distinct from general or incremental innovation
capability (Slater et al. 2014; O’Connor 2008), what is the unique learning associated
with the development of MIC? Prior literature suggests that the development of major
innovations is driven by generative learning (Baker and Sinkula 2007). Generative
learning involves “discarding (unlearning) the present way of doing something and
substituting it with something fundamentally new” (p. 11, Baker and Sinkula 2002). It
encourages a firm to question, let go and change the existing mental model or theory in
use (Argyris and Schon 1995). In contrast, under an adaptive or exploitative learning
paradigm, a firm carries on business as usual under its existing mental model (Argyris
and Schon 1995). Therefore, I reason that generative learning inspires the development of
major innovations whereas adaptive exploitative learning lends itself to the development
of more incremental innovations.
According to Sinkula et la. (1997), generative learning consists of two elements:
unlearning and exploratory learning; together, these elements represent an iterative
learning process in which obsolete knowledge is discarded, new knowledge is added and
knowledge stock is reconfigured. The iterative nature of generative learning is consistent
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with what we know about the development process of major innovations (Coviello and
Joseph 2012). In their case research, Coviello and Joseph find that activities leading to
the development of a major innovation are highly iterative and overlapping. For example,
the authors note that “opportunity recognition continues to occur throughout the NPD
process as new needs are identified. Feedback can occur early or later (and throughout
NPD)” (p.93). The frequent emergence of new information and events implies that
organizational resources are constantly updated (or reconfigured) through the
development process of major innovations. This interplay of unlearning and exploratory
learning represents a mechanism through which organizational knowledge stock (i.e., a
critical organizational resource) can be reconfigured systematically.
In the NPD context, unlearning refers to the firm’s ability to deliberately and
proactively question and let go of its existing routines and assumptions in NPD (Sinkula
et al. 1997; Akgün, Lynn and Yılmaz 2006). Facing rapid market and technology
changes, existing organizational memories (e.g. in the forms of routines and assumptions)
may impair a firm’s ability to generate, interpret and disseminate new information to
create novel market visions (Akgün et al. 2006), thus limiting the development of major
innovations. By shedding obsolete organizational memories through unlearning, firms
allow new concepts, knowledge and memories to emerge and be stored internally. As the
pursuit of major innovation continuously produces novel organizational routines and
assumptions (thus new organizational memories), unlearning helps develop MIC by
freeing up the organization’s ‘space’ for new information.
While unlearning liberates organizational mental space, exploratory learning adds
the entirely new knowledge demanded by major innovations. Exploratory learning refers
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to the firm’s ability to acquire and develop entirely new knowledge beyond its existing
NPD operations (March 1991; Levinthal and March 1993). Exploratory learning helps
inject dramatically new knowledge and thinking to the existing organizational mental
model (Atuahene-Gima 2005; Kim and Atuahene-Gima 2010). As the pursuit of major
innovations will constantly demand novel organizational routines and revised
assumptions (thus forge new organizational memories), exploratory learning helps the
development of MIC by populating the organizational mental space with really new or
radically new memories. Together, unlearning and exploratory learning form the NPD
generative learning experience that is fundamental to the development of MIC.
Therefore, I suggest the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1: NPD generative learning is positively related to major innovation
capability.

2.2.2. Effects of DNC on Generative Learning
The term NPD generative learning captures a firm’s reconfiguration of its
knowledge stock by letting go obsolete knowledge and adding entirely new knowledge
relevant to NPD. In this section, I theorize how DNC enables generative learning, thus
helping firms exercise NPD knowledge reconfiguration and the development of MIC.
NPD was once thought to be an exclusively internal activity (von Hippel 2005),
but this is no longer the case. Recent research within innovation and strategy finds that
network collaborations play an important role in the development of new products (e.g.
Fang 2008). Through network collaborations, firms can quickly gain access to valuable
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information, knowledge and technologies (Powell, Koput and Smith-Doerr 1996) as well
as share innovation development risk (Song, Droge, Hanvanich and Calantone 2005). In
the process of developing major innovations, the benefits of resource access and risksharing have been shown to be instrumental in managing ambiguities and uncertainties
(O’Conner 2008; Barczak, Griffin and Kahn 2009; Coviello and Joseph 2012).
Dynamic Network Capability represents the firm’s ability to sense, seize and
transform its resource base through the management of collaborative relationships for
NPD. DNC allows a firm to learn from and within its network. While the early network
capability literature largely focused on examining the focal firm’s ability to absorb from
its individual partners, recent literature has adopted a dynamic capability perspective
(Kale and Singh 2009) that recognizes the focal firm’s additional abilities to reconfigure
its network of collaborative relationships. Through orchestrating the external
collaborative relationships, DNC can alter the relational assets available to the focal firm
and customize the firm’s network learning (Schilke 2014a). In turn, the network
resources and network learning affect: 1) the internal organizational learning process
(Cohen and Levinthal 1990; Stadler, Tazeeb and Karaba 2014); 2) the development of
knowledge stock (Yli-Renko, Autio and Sapienza 2001); and 3) the development of
marketing and innovation capabilities (Srivastava, Fahey and Christensen 2001; YliRenko and Janakiraman 2008).
Capaldo’s (2007) longitudinal case studies of three Italian furniture manufacturers
provide an excellent illustration of the preceding phenomenon. He finds that by
orchestrating the firm’s core supplier network (i.e. strong ties) and peripheral supplier
network (i.e. weak ties), firms can balance distinct learning activities in NPD over time,
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resulting in innovation capabilities. In particular, he observes that the ability to manage
such a ‘dual-network’ allows firms to increase their collaborative network diversity.
Network diversity, in turn, provides information and resource advantages to increase the
firm’s motivation and ability to: 1) question its existing routines and network relationship
portfolio; 2) adapt its internal and network resource base to the environment and 3)
engage in new market-based and technology learning in NPD.
Building on this argument, I contend that DNC affects NPD generative learning as
follows. By enabling the reconfiguration of the NPD collaboration network, DNC helps
bring new resources (e.g. information, skills and financials) into the focal firm. These
new inputs can destabilize a firm’s existing mental model. This destabilization motivates
a firm to critically assess its existing theory-in-use and identify obsolete components of
organizational memory (e.g. routines and assumptions). DNC can also increase a firm’s
ability to discard and change its existing NPD model by breaking up with current
collaborators and/or adding new external ones to the NPD process. In summary, DNC
may increase a firm’s motivation and ability to unlearn in NPD.
At the same time, the new external resource inputs made available by DNC can
aid NPD exploration. Exploration involves a high level of risk-taking and heterogeneous
resource inputs. The ability to share risk with external collaborators increases a firm’s
motivation and ability to explore new mental models in NPD. In addition, the diverse
knowledge and skills imported from external collaborators can provide the necessary
ingredients for creative recombination and exploration in NPD. In summary, DNC may
increase a firm’s motivation and ability to learn in an exploratory manner during NPD.
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Taken together, these arguments suggest that DNC can help the firm reconfigure
NPD knowledge stock (i.e. through enabling NPD unlearning and NPD exploratory
learning), and thereby promote the development of MIC.

Hypothesis 2: Dynamic network capability is positively related to NPD generative
learning.

2.2.3. Mediating Effect of NPD Generative Learning
The theorization thus far implies that DNC affects MIC indirectly through NPD
generative learning. Thus, I follow the view of Preacher and Hayes (2008), and do not
specify a partial (vs. full) mediating relationship. Rather, I propose the following
hypothesis:

Hypothesis 3: NPD generative learning mediates the relationship between
dynamic network capability and major innovation capability.

2.2.4. The Moderating Roles of Environmental Dynamism
Environmental dynamism refers to the volatility (amount and frequency of
change) and unpredictability of the firm’s external environment (Miller and Friesen
1983). I contend that in dynamic environments, the impact of DNC on NPD generative
learning becomes more profound due to the increased importance of network resource
access and network resource robustness (i.e., the right configuration of network
resources) to internal learning efforts.
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Researchers (e.g. Podolny 1994; Lorenzoni and Lipparini 1999, Mu and Di
Benedetto 2012) note that as the level of market dynamism increases, companies are
more likely to interact and partner with other organizations. One reason is that in
dynamic environments, the need for timely information about changing customers,
technologies and competition is particularly high (Narasimhan, Rajiv and Dutta 2006;
Droge, Calantone and Harmancioglu 2008). In addition, high environmental dynamism
amplifies the risk associated with generative learning efforts. The need for risk sharing in
NPD generative learning boosts the appeal of external collaborators (Song, Droge,
Hanvanich and Calantone 2005) and thus, increases the firm’s propensity to involve
external collaborators in its NPD activities in dynamic environments. As a result, DNC
should become more beneficial to NPD generative learning in these environments as it
enables access to resources from external ties.
It is also important to recognize that in dynamic environments, the existing
network resource base itself (like the internal resource base) can quickly become
obsolete. As such, frequent modification and transformation of the external network is
required to ensure that network resources are robust. Particularly, firms are known to be
embedded in their social network (Gulati 1998). This embeddedness introduces ‘norms’
from their ties and blocks information outside their current network (Joshi and Campbell
2003). This prevents the firm from learning generatively and makes it especially
vulnerable to environmental shocks (Uzzi 1997; Noordhoff et al. 2011). DNC helps firms
monitor, govern and (re)configure external ties, thereby keeping external network
resources robust and suitable for the focal firm and its changing environments (Song,
Augustine and Yang 2016). In turn, DNC makes ongoing, effective generative learning in
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NPD more likely in dynamic environments. Accordingly, I offer the following
hypothesis:

Hypothesis 4: Environmental dynamism reinforces the relationship between
dynamic network capability and NPD generative learning.

Environmental dynamism can also affect the relationship between NPD
generative learning and MIC. In dynamic environments, firms that are inclined to learn
generatively have greater opportunities to create major innovations (Zhou, Yim and Tse
2005; Jansen, Van Den Bosch and Volberda 2006). The higher potential for major
innovation incidents increases a firm’s possibility of acquiring experience in this
capability. Furthermore, in these environments, firms are more likely to embrace
generative learning outcomes and disseminate novel knowledge across the organization
(Droge et al. 2008; Song et al. 2016). A greater acceptance of generative thinking thus
further encourages the accumulation and integration of major innovation experience in
the entire organization. Finally, the attention on continuous major innovation efforts
should also justify investment in developing MIC. That is, to increase the convergence
(e.g., codification) (Hanvanich, Sivakumar and Hult 2006) of major innovation
experience into organizational routines. Accordingly, I suggest the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 5: Environmental dynamism reinforces the relationship between NPD
generative learning and major innovation capability.
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2.2.5. The Moderating Roles of Internal Dynamism
Dynamic environments make DNC more instrumental to generative learning in
NPD and at the same time, they strengthen the convergence of NPD generative learning
on MIC. In this section, I argue that internal dynamism may further enhance these
relationships by providing structural readiness for transformation in the organization.
Recall that internal dynamism refers to the rate of change in terms of overall structures,
procedures and rules within a firm (Maltz and Kohli 1996, 2000; Homburg et al. 2008).
Some researchers argue that internal dynamism increases interfunctional conflict
and hampers information exchange within the organization (Maltz and Kohli 2000;
Reilly, Brett and Stroh 1993). Other scholars dispute this overly negative perspective. For
example, Korhonen-Sande and Sande (2014) note that internal structural changes
improve openness and encourage the processing of external (e.g. customer) information
within organizations. De Clercq, Thongpapanl and Dimov (2009) suggest that certain
internal conflicts (e.g., task conflicts) can work as remedies to organizational rigidities
and positively affect innovation efforts. Organizational researchers (e.g., Hedberg,
Nystrom and Starbuck 1977; Gersick 1994) observe that when facing dynamic
environments, managers will purposely engineer and leverage internal turbulence to
increase the firm’s readiness for strategic change.
Accordingly, I suggest that while internal dynamism may hinder some of the
positive influence of environmental dynamism (by weakening the internal exchange of
information and knowledge), it should compensate by adding structural readiness for: 1)
the absorption of external network resources; and 2) the changes resulting from NPD
generative learning. Thus, the development of MIC should be enhanced. In other words,
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environmental dynamism and internal dynamism complement one another to reinforce
the relationship between DNC, NPD generative learning and MIC. I offer the following
hypotheses:

Hypothesis 6: Among firms with higher levels of environmental and internal
dynamism, the relationship between dynamic network capability and NPD
generative learning is greater.
Hypothesis 7: Among firms with higher levels of environmental and internal
dynamism, the relationship between NPD generative learning and major
innovation capability is greater.

2.3. Method
2.3.1. Data Collection
The data for this research came from two rounds of surveys hosted by Qualtrics
Panels, a well-established B2B online panel provider. The first round survey, completed
June 2016, collected data for all variables of interest. The second round, completed
October 2016, aimed to assess data reliability and validity of the measures.
The target sample was restricted to small and medium-sized manufacturing and
technology firms in the U.S. I focused on manufacturing and technology firms because
they are actively engaged in NPD activities. The U.S. was chosen as the sample location
because of its large pool of firms in these two sectors, increasing the likelihood of
generating a sizable survey sample. Microbusinesses (i.e., firm with less than five
employees) are excluded because they are less likely to exhibit organizational processes
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such as identifiable firm capabilities. I also exclude large businesses (i.e., firms with
more than 500 employees) because their capabilities are likely to spread across multiple
divisions, and are thus difficult for informants to report. Finally, service firms are
excluded to avoid mixing new service development and new product development
processes.
I implemented two screening criteria pertaining to the key informants and four
screening criteria specific to their firms. Individual informants qualified for this research
if: 1) they were a member of the senior management team; and 2) knowledgeable about
their firms’ collaboration and NPD activities over the last 3 years (i.e., reporting a
knowledgeability score greater than 4 out of a scale of 1 = “not at all knowledge” to 7 =
“extremely knowledgeable”). In addition, the respondents’ firms must: 1) be independent
(i.e., not a subsidiary of another organization); 2) have between five and 499 employees;
3) actively develop new products; and 4) have collaborated (i.e., work together in any
way) with external parties to develop new product(s) prior to 2014.
The survey was developed and refined in multiple iterations. Prior to launch, it
was pretested with four academic researchers who are experts in innovation,
collaboration and capability research. This helped to ensure the face validity of the
measures. The refined survey was tested with an additional four practitioners who had
extensive marketing and product management experience. To minimize the likelihood of
inattentive responses or cheating, I worked with Qualtrics Panels to implement an array
of proven quality checks throughout the survey. Examples include reverse-worded items,
straight-lining detectors, and survey speeding detectors. I sent an email invitation of the
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survey to the members of Qualtric Panels B2B respondent pool. Of the 1667 respondents
who accepted the invitation, 656 passed the initial screening questions.
In the end, I received 184 useable surveys. Comparing early and late respondents
on key variables shows no significant difference (p < 0.05). This suggests response bias
is unlikely to be an issue. The final sample consists of firms from diverse industries (e.g.,
aircraft and spacecraft, biotechnology and pharmaceuticals, computers, semiconductors).
32% of the firms operate in high-technology sectors while 48% are in mediumtechnology sectors. The median firm age is 17 years and the median firm size is 150
employees. 37% of the firms operate in B2B sectors. The median R&D spending as a
percentage of total revenue is 27% and the median external collaboration history is 7
years.
Among all respondents, 64% are chief executive officers or general managers,
10% are head of marketing, 8% are head of product development, 14% are head of
operations and 4% are other members of the top management team. To assess informants’
quality, I surveyed their degree of knowledge on a seven-point Likert scale (1= “very
limited knowledge”, 7 = “very substantial knowledge”) about the issues (e.g., external
collaboration, new product development) under study. The mean is 6.18. Informants were
also asked to indicate total years of experience at the firm. The mean is 10.86 years.
These numbers provide confidence on the quality of key informants.
Following prior research (De Clercq et al. 2009; Yli-Renko et al. 2001), I
conducted a follow-up survey four months after the first survey to assess data reliability
and validity of the constructs. To increase the response rate and keep the survey brief, the
follow-up survey included a reduced version of the key construct measures. I received 46
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useable surveys (representing a response rate of 26.6%) after multiple reminders. I
compared two rounds of data and found significant, positive correlations (ranging from
0.35 – 0.61) for the validation items. This result is in line with those from prior research
(De Clercq et al. 2009; Yli-Renko et al. 2001) and serves as further evidence of data
reliability and validity.

2.3.2. Measures
All scales are either adopted or adapted from prior literature (see Appendix for the
actual measures).
Major innovation capability. Following Menguc, Auh and Yannopoulos (2014)
and Subramaniam and Youndt (2005), I measured MIC using a five-item scale that
assesses a firm’s ability to develop major innovations. While Menguc et al. (2014) and
Subramaniam and Youndt (2005) call their scales “radical innovation capability”, I
believe that it is more appropriate to treat these variance-based survey scales as measures
of MIC. The reason is that these scales measure the firm’s capability of developing
innovations with higher radicalness, rather than radical innovations. Innovation
radicalness (or discontinuousness) varies in the degree (i.e., the level and the breadth) of
breakthroughs (O’Connor 2008). A higher MIC score indicates a greater ability to renew
product offerings with more discontinuous customer benefits and technologies. Radical
innovation, however, is an extreme category of major innovation and must have radical
breakthroughs in both customer benefits and technologies (Garcia and Calantone 2002).
While an extremely high MIC score should theoretically correlate with the ability to
develop radical innovations (i.e., radical innovation capability or RIC), MIC and RIC
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should be distinguished. In addition, by definition, radical innovation is rare and RIC is
even more so. Therefore, it is challenging and impractical to find a sizable sample of
firms with RIC. On the other hand, MIC, which captures the firm’s ability to develop
products with higher radicalness, should be common among innovative and
entrepreneurial firms. In this study, I specify MIC as the construct of interest.
Dynamic network capability. A number of measures have been proposed by
scholars to measure DNC in the past (e.g., Walter, Auer and Ritter 2006). After careful
review of the theoretical foundation and the development process, I adapted the multidimensional scale from Schilke and Goerzen (2010). Consistent with the latest theoretical
framework of dynamic capability (e.g., Teece 2007; 2014), my measure comprises three
dimensions that capture the processes associated with sensing, seizing and transforming
collaborative network relationships. The scale developed by Schilke and Goerzen (2010)
consists of five dimensions, but in both exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis, I
was unable to replicate their five-dimensional structure. Instead, the data supports a threedimension structure that closely corresponds to the dynamic capability theoretical
framework.
NPD generative learning. This measure consists of two components: NPD
unlearning and NPD exploratory learning. The scale of NPD unlearning was adapted
from Chandy and Tellis (1998) and Nijseen, Hillebrand, Vermeulen and Kemp (2006)
and the scale of NPD exploratory learning was adopted from Atuahene-Gima (2005). To
determine the most interpretable method to combine these two inseparable yet distinct
components, I follow a two-step procedure suggested by the prior literature (Edwards
1994; Lubatkin, Simsek, Ling and Veiga 2006). First, I developed an unconstrained
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regression equation where MIC was the dependent variable and NPD unlearning and
exploratory learning were the two predictors. Then, I developed four constrained
regression equations where NPD unlearning and exploratory learning were combined into
an NPD generative learning index. The indexing methods were averaging, multiplying,
obtaining absolute difference of two components and calculating a relative ratio of NPD
exploratory learning over the sum of the two. The ‘average’ model proved to be superior.
Its regression R-square (0.26) shows no significant loss of information, whereas the Rsquare results of ‘multiplying’ (0.01), ‘absolute difference’ (0.05) and ‘relative’ (0.05)
indicate significant loss of information relative to the unconstrained model. Second, I
constructed a three-dimensional plot between MIC, NPD unlearning and NPD
exploratory learning. The result suggests that both NPD unlearning and NPD exploratory
learning contribute to a firm’s MIC. Finally, I used CFA to compare two alternative
‘average’ models. Model 1 treats NPD unlearning and NPD exploratory as two separate
constructs and Model 2 loads all items of the two constructs to a single latent factor. The
results suggest Model 1 (chi-square = 14.60, df = 7, p = 0.04, CFI = 0.97, RMSEA =
0.07) is superior to Model 2 (chi-square = 23.61, df = 8, p = 0.00, CFI = 0.94, RMSEA =
0.10). Given these results, I measured NPD generative learning as an index averaging
NPD unlearning and NPD exploratory learning.
Environmental dynamism and internal dynamism. I measured the amount,
frequency and predictability of changes in the firm’s external environment by adopting
Schilke’s (2014a) scale of environmental dynamism. I adopted the internal dynamism
scale from Homburg et al. (2008).
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Control variables. To increase confidence in the model, I included a number of
theoretical controls. Industry norm has been recognized as a predictor of the firm’s
collaboration and learning activities (Schilke 2014a). I used two dummy variables, B2B
and high-tech, to control for industry effects. Firm size is associated with a firm’s
possession of internal resources. For example, resource slack can influence a firm’s
ability to explore and innovate (Joshi and Sharma 2004). I measured firm size in terms of
a firm’s number of employees. Firm age has been suggested to influence a firm’s
competitive advantage and the development and impact of dynamic capabilities (Zahra et
al. 2006). I measured firm age in terms of the number of years since founding. Internal
R&D represents a common path to innovation. The intensity of internal R&D likely
affects the learning efforts in NPD. The scale was adopted from Zahra and Bogner
(2000).
Recent collaboration intensity measures the extent to which a firm is actively
engaging in external collaborations in NPD and has been shown to affect organizational
learning and competitive advantage (Powell et al. 1996; Schilke 2014a). In addition,
firms with high collaboration intensity should have strong DNC while their impact on the
firm’s resource base and competitive advantage should be distinct. I adapted the
experiential scale from Casillas, Barbero and Sapienza (2015) to measure recent
collaboration intensity. Lastly, I controlled for organization flexibility and adapted the
scale from De Clercq, Sapienza and Zhou 2014). Specially, it measures a firm’s cognitive
readiness to changes (Autio, Sapienza and Almeida 2000).
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2.3.3. Reliability and Validity
I performed both exploratory (EFA) and confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) for
all scales. In EFA, items that did not load significantly on their assigned factor or
exhibited significant cross-loadings were removed. Subsequently, I performed a CFA
including all scales using the structural equation software AMOS. The fit indexes
indicate that the measurement model fits the data well: chi-square = 632.75, degree of
freedom = 394, p = .000, CFI = 0.91, IFI = 0.91, RMSEA = 0.06. The composite
reliability of each construct was greater than 0.70. All factor loadings exceed the
suggested value of 0.60 and are significant at p < 0.001, suggesting convergent validity
(Anderson and Gerbing 1988; De Clercq et al. 2009; Joshi and Sharma 2004). All but
NPD exploratory learning (0.48) and organizational flexibility (0.49) met the required
0.50 threshold for average variance extracted. To further assess discriminant validity of
the measures, I sequentially constrained all the construct correlations in the CFA model
to unity and compared the chi-square statistic of the constrained model with that of the
unconstrained model. For all pairs of constructs, the constrained model fit is significantly
worse than the free model, supporting the discriminant validity of the measures
(Anderson and Gerbing 1988; De Clercq et al. 2009; Joshi and Sharma 2004).

2.3.4. Common Method Variance
I undertook several steps to rule out the possibility of common method variance
(CMV) in the results. First, I implemented procedure remedies for CMV. I assured the
respondents of complete anonymity and confidentiality, collected data from knowledge
respondents, and controlled for data quality by implementing proven checks in the
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survey. All scales have multiple items adapted or adopted from prior literature and were
pre-tested. Second, I performed Harman’s one-factor test on all construct indicators
(Podsakoff and Organ 1986). The result of the principle components factor analysis
shows nine factors with an eigenvalue greater than 1 and no single factor accounting for
more than one-third of the total variance. Third, I performed a model comparison
between a one-factor model with the proposed model using confirmatory factor analyses
(Schilke 2014a; De Clercq et al. 2009). The results show that the one-factor model had a
poor fit with the data and is significantly worse than the proposed model. These
procedural steps and statistical tests help safeguard against the possibility of CMV.
Finally, the findings related to the interaction terms are the core contributions in this
essay. Researchers (e.g., Siemsen, Roth and Oliveira 2010) note that interaction effects
are unlikely an artifact of common method bias. This further negates concerns of CMV.
Table 2.1 presents the correlations and descriptive statistics for the study variables.

2.4. Analysis and Results
Preliminary data analysis examining the skewness and kurtosis values of all
variables suggested that firm size and firm age were skewed. To normalize the
distribution, I used the logarithm of these two measures (Atuahene-Gima 2005). To test
the hypothesized main, mediating and moderating effects, I started with the hierarchical
regression analysis. I used the item unweighted means for each scale. To create
interaction terms, I mean centered the underlying variables. The variance inflation factor
values in each model were less than four, suggesting multicollinearity was unlikely.
Tables 2.2 and 2.3 summarize the regression results.
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2.4.1. Effect of Dynamic Network Capability on NPD Generative Learning
Table 2.2 (Model 1) consists of control variables. In Model 2, independent
variables are added and increase R-square by 13% (p < 0.01). By including the two-way
interaction terms in Model 3, R-square further increases by 2% (p<0.01). Finally, Model
4 adds the three-way interaction term, which increases R-square by 3% (p < 0.01). The
full model (4) explains 61% of the variance in NPD generative learning.
Model 2 shows that DNC is positively related to NPD generative learning (β =
0.43, p < 0.01), in support of Hypothesis 2. As seen in Model 3, the impact of DNC is
moderated by environmental dynamism (β = 0.12, p < 0.01), in support of hypothesis 5.
To gather further insight, I conducted a conditional effect analysis by splitting
environmental dynamism (the moderator) into a high group (one standard deviation
above the mean) and a low group (one standard deviation below the mean).
The result shows that the relationship between DNC and NPD generative learning
is greater when environmental dynamism is high (b = 1.01, t = 5.44, p < 0.01), compared
to when it is low (b = 0.64, t = 3.41, p < 0.01). This supports Hypothesis 4. Model 4
shows that the three-way interaction (DNC, environmental dynamism and international
dynamism) is positively significant, (β = 0.20, p < 0.01), in support of Hypothesis 6. The
conditional effect analysis shows that the relationship between DNC and NPD generative
learning is strongest when both environmental and internal dynamism are at high levels
(b= 1.39, t = 5.8, p < 0.01). Specifically, when internal dynamism is high, the relationship
between DNC and NPD generative learning is positively moderated by environmental
dynamism (β = 0.16, p < 0.01). However, when internal dynamism is low, the
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Table 2.1. Correlations and Descriptive Statistics (N = 184)
1
1. DNC

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

1

2. Exploratory learning

.61**

1

3. Unlearning

.58**

.52**

1

4. MIC

.47**

.48**

.39**

1

5. Environmental dynamism

.51**

.47**

.47**

.39**

1

6. Internal dynamism

.35**

.36**

.21**

.33**

.30**

1

7. Firm age (Ln)

-.18*

-.15*

-.01

-.08

-.07

-.08

1

8. Firm size (Ln)

.04

.07

.05

.21**

.03

.23**

.05

1

9. B2B dummy

-.02

.05

-.06

-.03

-.05

-.13

.18*

-.03

1

10. High-tech dummy

.19**

.09

0.03

.15*

.12

.09

-.11

.10

.11

1

11. R&D intensity

.51**

.41**

.23**

.36**

.31**

.48**

-.21**

.27**

-.10

.10

1

12. Organizational flexibility

.58**

.45**

.59**

.33**

.43**

.31**

-.12

-.08

-.13

-.06

.35**

1

13. Collaboration intensity

.68**

.44**

.38**

.31**

.40**

.34**

-.20**

.05

-.04

.17*

.55**

.41**

1

Mean

5.55

5.34

5.55

5.05

5.44

5.06

2.80

4.86

0.35

0.33

5.10

5.58

5.50

Standard deviation

0.88

1.11

0.86

1.16

1.06

1.24

0.67

1.08

0.48

0.47

1.47

0.95

1.14

** p < 0.01. * p < 0.05.
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Table 2.2. Results of Regression Analysis

Independent Variables
Controls
Firm age (Ln)
Firm size (Ln)
B2B dummy
High-tech dummy
R&D Intensity
Organizational Flexibility
Recent Collaboration Intensity
Main Effects
Dynamic Network Capability (DNC)
Internal Dynamism (ID)
Environmental Dynamism (ED)
Interaction Effects
ED x ID
DNC x ED
DNC x ID
DNC x ED x ID

NPD Generative Learning
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4
0.00
(0.15)
0.07
(1.3)
0.08
(1.44)
0.04
(0.81)
0.06
(0.94)
0.49
(7.49)**
0.22
(3.14)**

0.00
(0.09)
0.06
(1.2)
0.07
(1.39)
-0.02
(-0.54)
-0.02
(-0.39)
0.25
(3.76)**
-0.01
(-0.08)

-0.01
(-0.19)
0.07
(1.4)
0.07
(1.47)
-0.04
(-0.81)
-0.06
(-0.93)
0.23
(3.49)**
0.01
(0.07)

-0.02
(-0.4)
0.09
(1.72)
0.08
(1.61)
-0.04
(-0.84)
-0.04
(-0.71)
0.23
(3.69)**
0.01
(0.19)

0.43
(5.24)**
0.06
(1.12)
0.20
(3.36)**

0.46
(5.52)**
0.08
(1.35)
0.18
(2.96)**

0.39
(4.75)**
0.00
(-0.07)
0.17
(2.85)**

-0.09
(-1.62)
0.12
(2.27)**
0.00
(-0.14)

-0.11
(-1.99)*
0.14
(2.8)**
-0.04
(-0.67)
0.20
(3.36)**

F Value
19.17**
22.45**
18.28**
18.81**
R2
0.43
0.57
0.58
0.61
Adjusted R2
0.41
0.54
0.55
0.58
R2 change
0.13
0.02
0.03
F Change
17.5
2.47
11.35
†p < .10. *p < .05. **p < .01. N = 184. Standardized coefficients and t-values (in parentheses) are
reported.
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relationship between DNC and NPD generative learning is not significantly moderated by
environmental dynamism (β = 0.14, n.s.).

In terms of the control variables, organizational flexibility is positively related to
NPD generative learning. Recent collaboration intensity has a positive effect on NPD
generative learning only in the absence of DNC and other independent variables.

2.4.2. Effect of NPD Generative Learning on Major Innovation Capability
Table 2.3 shows the results for MIC. Adding DNC to the control variables in
Model 2 increases R-square by 5% (p < 0.01). Model 3 adds independent variables,
which increase R-square by 6% (p < 0.01). The addition of two-way interaction in Model
4 further increases R-square by 6% (p < 0.01). Finally, entering the three-way interaction
in Model 5 adds 2% (p < 0.01) to the R-square. The full model (5) explains 42% of the
variance in MIC.
The results of Model 2 indicate that DNC has a positive effect on MIC (β = 0.37,
p < 0.01). In Model 3, NPD generative learning is added and is positively related to MIC
(β = 0.26, p < 0.01), in support of Hypothesis 1. However, the direct effect of DNC is
reduced and becomes marginally significant (β = 19, p < 0.10) in Model 3, suggesting
that NPD generative learning mediates the relationship between DNC and MIC. This
supports Hypothesis 3. Model 4 shows that the impact of NPD generative learning is
moderated by environmental dynamism (β = 0.23, p < 0.01), in support of Hypothesis 5.
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Table 2.3. Results of Regression Analysis

Independent Variables
Controls
Firm age (Ln)
Firm size (Ln)
B2B dummy
High-tech dummy
R&D Intensity
Organizational Flexibility
Recent Collaboration Intensity
DNC
Main Effects
Generative Learning (GL)
Internal Dynamism (ID)
Environmental Dynamism (ED)
Interaction Effects
ED x ID
GL x ED
GL x ID
GL x ED x ID

Model 1
0.00
(0.10)
0.17
(2.49)*
0.01
(0.27)
0.12
(1.76)†
0.16
(1.94)†
0.27
(3.55)**
0.07
(0.91)

Major Innovation Capability
Model 2 Model 3 Model 4

Model 5

0.01
(0.17)
0.17
(2.57)*
0.00
(0.03)
0.07
(1.13)
0.11
(1.38)
0.13
(1.61)
-0.08
(-0.90)
0.37
(3.63)**

0.00
(0.01)
0.14
(2.09)*
0.00
(-0.10)
0.06
(1.05)
0.08
(1.02)
0.01
(0.13)
-0.09
(-1.09)
0.19
(1.76)†

0.00
(-0.07)
0.16
(2.44)*
0.00
(0.05)
0.05
(0.85)
0.04
(0.53)
-0.04
(-0.56)
-0.08
(-1.01)
0.20
(1.92)†

0.00
(-0.10)
0.18
(2.77)**
0.01
(0.24)
0.05
(0.83)
0.05
(0.64)
-0.01
(-0.15)
-0.10
(-1.16)
0.23
(2.17)*

0.28
(3.03)**
0.08
(1.09)
0.10
(1.39)

0.26
(2.91)**
0.14
(1.94)†
0.14
(1.80)†

0.15
(1.59)
0.07
(0.98)
0.12
(1.62)

-0.22
(-3.05)**
0.23
(3.15)**
-0.01
(-0.15)

-0.24
(-3.29)**
0.32
(3.94)**
-0.03
(-0.50)
0.21
(2.43)*

F Value
7.56**
8.73**
8.37**
8.18**
8.25**
R2
0.23
0.29
0.35
0.40
0.42
Adjusted R2
0.20
0.25
0.31
0.36
0.37
R2 change
0.05
0.06
0.06
0.02
F Change
13.24
5.58
5.23
5.91
†p < .10. *p < .05. **p < .01. N = 184. Standardized coefficients and t-values (in parentheses) are
reported.
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The conditional effect analysis shows a stronger, significant relationship between
NPD generative learning and MIC when environmental dynamism is high (b = .28, t =
3.68, p < 0.01) and a weaker, marginally significant relationship when it is low (b = 0.12,
t = 1.67, p < 0.1). Model 5 indicates that the three-way interaction between NPD
generative learning, environmental dynamism and internal dynamism is positive and
significant (β = 0.21, p < 0.05), supporting Hypothesis 7. The conditional effect analysis
shows that the relationship between DNC and NPD generative learning is strongest when
both environmental dynamism and internal dynamism are at high levels (b= .36, t = 4.35,
p < 0.01) and weakest when environmental dynamism is high and internal dynamism is
low (b = .24, t = .09, p < 0.05). The relationships between NPD generative learning and
MIC are not significant when environmental dynamism is low. Interestingly, when
environmental dynamism is low, the main effect of DNC is significant (β = 0.23, p <
0.05), suggesting more complex moderated mediation effects.
In terms of control variables, firm size as a proxy for internal resource is
positively related to MIC in all models. Organizational flexibility has a positive effect on
MIC only in the absence of DNC and other independent variables.

2.4.3. Moderated Mediation Analysis
To test the robustness of the results and further understand the conditional,
indirect effect of DNC on MIC, I performed a moderated mediation analysis using
Hayes’s process model. Following the recommendations of Preacher, Rucker and Hayes
(2007) and Aguinis, Edwards and Bradley (2016), I used the bootstrapping method over
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normal-theory methods for testing indirect effects and reported the test results based on
the bias-corrected confidence intervals (CIs).
I started with the simple mediation analysis (Model 4 in Hayes’s process). In
support of my hypotheses, NPD generative learning significantly mediates the
relationship between DNC and MIC (indirect effect of DNC on MIC through NPD
generative learning, b = 0.16, SE = 0.08, CI: 0.04 – 0.37). Next, we added the two-way
and three-way interactions to the model (Model 72 in Hayes’s process). The results
indicate that environmental dynamism significantly reinforces the relationship between
DNC and NPD generative learning (b = 0.29, p <0.01) and between NPD generative
learning and MIC (b = 0.18, p < 0.01). In addition, the hypothesized three-way
interaction of DNC, environmental dynamism and internal dynamism (b = 0.48, p < 0.01)
and that of NPD generative learning, environmental dynamism and internal dynamism (b
= 0.06, p < 0.05) are also significant. Again, the direct effect of DNC on MIC returns to
the significant level (b = 0.30, p < 0.05). Thus, the results are consistent with those
obtained in the hierarchical regression analysis.
I further investigated the conditional indirect effect of DNC on MIC. Table 2.4
summarizes the findings. The results show that the indirect effect of DNC is the strongest
(b = 0.50, SE = 0.21, CI: 0.21-0.91) when both environmental dynamism and internal
dynamism are high. This is followed by the condition when environmental dynamism is
high and internal dynamism is low (b = 0.19, SE = 0.13, CI: 0.01-0.60). The indirect
effect becomes non-significant (i.e., the confidence interval includes zero) when
environmental dynamism is low regardless of the condition of internal dynamism. The
direct effect (b = 0.30, SE = 0.14, CI: 0.03-0.58) of DNC is significant.
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The effect size results suggest that when both environmental and internal
dynamism are high, the overall impact of DNC on MIC is the strongest and the indirect
effect of DNC is greater than the direct effect. As environmental dynamism and internal
dynamism decrease, the indirect effect of DNC weakens. Table 2.5 summarizes the
hypotheses and empirical conclusions of the study.

2.5. Discussion
The ability to develop major innovations can be vital to obtaining competitive
advantage in today’s ever-changing market. However, major innovations demand that
firms embrace environmental and operational uncertainties and learn generatively. How
can organizations manage these uncertainties to innovate dramatically and build a major
innovation capability? In this study, I investigate this question and highlight one
important means.

Table 2.4. Conditional Indirect Effect of Dynamic Network Capability on Major
Innovation Capability

Mediator

NPD
Generative
Learning

Moderators

Conditional Indirect Effect

Environmental
Dynamism

Internal
Dynamism

Effect

LLCI95

ULCI95

1.07 (+1SD)

-1.24 (-1SD)

0.19 (0.13)

0.01

0.60

1.07 (+1SD)

1.24 (+1SD)

0.50 (0.21)

0.21

0.91

-1.07 (-1SD)

-1.24 (-1SD)

0.02 (0.09)

-0.15

0.21

-1.07 (-1SD)

1.24 (+1SD)

-0.01 (0.08)

-0.23

0.09

Unstandardized estimates and bootstrapping standard errors (in parentheses) are reported; the
number of bootstrap samples = 2000; control variables include firm age, firm size, high-tech,
B2B, R&D intensity, recent collaboration intensity, organizational flexibility. LLCI (ULCI) refers
to lower level (upper level) bias-corrected 95 percent confidence intervals.
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Table 2.5. Summary of Hypotheses and Empirical Conclusions

Expected
Direction

Empirical
Evidences

H1: NPD generative learning is positively related to major
innovation capability.

+

Supported

H2: Dynamic network capability is positively related to NPD
generative learning.

+

Supported

n/a

Supported

H4: Environmental dynamism reinforces the relationship between
dynamic network capability and NPD generative learning.

+

Supported

H5: Environmental dynamism reinforces the relationship between
NPD generative learning and major innovation capability.

+

Supported

H6: Among firms with higher levels of environmental and internal
dynamism, the relationship between dynamic network capability and
NPD generative learning is greater.

+

Supported

H7: Among firms with higher levels of environmental and internal
dynamism, the relationship between NPD generative learning and
major innovation capability is greater.

+

Supported

Hypotheses

H3: NPD generative learning mediates the relationship between
dynamic network capability and major innovation capability.

Specifically, I elucidate how the accumulation of NPD generative learning
experience underlies the development of MIC. Furthermore, I propose that DNC is a
dynamic capability that can meaningfully contribute to NPD generative learning in a
number of ways, thereby enabling the development of MIC. Finally, I hypothesize that
the levels of environmental and internal dynamism can strengthen the relationships
among DNC, NPD generative learning and MIC.
The empirical findings strongly support this conceptualization. First, I find that
NPD generative learning is positively related to MIC and DNC is positively related to
NPD generative learning. In addition, I find that environmental dynamism positively
moderates both relationships. Apart from these hypothesized moderations, the main
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effects of environmental dynamism also offer interesting insight. In particular,
environmental dynamism is positively related to NPD generative learning but has no
significant direct effect on MIC. These findings bolster the view that in dynamic
environments, generative learning is more likely to occur (e.g. Lavie, Stettner and
Tushman 2010). At the same time, they clearly indicate that environmental dynamism
alone does not drive the development of superior MIC and that the development of
superior MIC is determined by deliberate generative learning efforts in the organization.
In other words, the results point to the relative importance of managerial actions over
market forces, supporting the core premise (i.e., agency view) of dynamic capability
theory (Teece 2014).
Third, the findings demonstrate the contingent role of internal dynamism. I find
that internal dynamism further strengthens the reinforcing effects of environmental
dynamism. That is, the impact of DNC on NPD generative learning and the impact of
NPD generative learning on MIC are strongest among firms that face the highest levels of
environmental and internal dynamisms. Interestingly, the interaction of environmental
and internal dynamism by itself appears to be deleterious to generative learning and MIC.
This observation relates back to the earlier discussion on positive and negative effects of
internal dynamism on information exchange and knowledge development. It reinforces
that a high level of internal dynamism comes with costs and its use should be paired with
the right strategic actions (in this case, DNC and NPD generative learning) in order to
produce significant benefits.
Fourth, linking the core constructs together, I find that the effect of DNC on MIC
is mediated by the level of NPD generative learning. At the same time, this mediation
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effect is moderated by environmental dynamism and internal dynamism. It appears that
when environmental dynamism is high, the level of NPD generative learning mediates
the relationship between DNC and MIC; however, when environmental dynamism is low,
the impact of DNC on MIC occurs through other route(s). In addition, the mediating
effect of NPD generative learning is strongest when a firm is facing both high
environmental and internal dynamism. Taken together, the results suggest that DNC can
cope with (and even leverage) external and internal changes to contribute to the
development of MIC. Enabling NPD generative learning represents a key mechanism
through which DNC shapes MIC under uncertainty.
Finally, I observe that the positive effect of recent collaboration intensity on NPD
generative learning disappears once DNC is entered into the model. In addition, recent
collaboration intensity is not significantly related to MIC. This highlights the importance
of DNC (i.e., a dynamic capability that determines the right collaborations) over intensity
(i.e., simply having more collaboration activities).

2.6. Theoretical Contributions
The findings of this study extend the current innovation, marketing and strategy
literatures in several ways. First, they explicate a mechanism (i.e., generative learning
experience) through which MIC can be developed. This complements previous
scholarship on MIC’s components (Slater et al. 2014) by shedding light on the question:
what purpose should the constituent components serve in developing MIC? Second, the
moderation analysis suggests that NPD generative learning experience becomes more
critical to the development of MIC as environmental dynamism increases. This finding
provides needed empirical validation for the proposition relating to the contingent impact
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of NPD generative learning on major innovation efforts under different environmental
conditions (Zhou et al. 2005; Jansen et al. 2006).
Third, in finding a significant, three-way interaction of NPD generative learning,
environmental dynamism and internal dynamism, this study is among the first to test
empirically if and how managers may leverage internal changes to promote their firm’s
ability to develop major innovations (Hedberg, Nystrom and Starbuck 1977; Gersick
1994). The results suggest that internal dynamism alone is insufficient to drive
development of MIC. Its interaction with environmental dynamism in the absence of
relevant learning can hamper the development of MIC and it should be used carefully in
dynamic environments with support of deliberate NPD generative learning (i.e., resource
reconfiguration) efforts to yield the desired benefits.
My findings support the view that internal dynamism is not inherently bad (De
Clercq et al. 2009). Perhaps more importantly, it sheds light on the conditions in which
internal dynamism can be beneficial. It does so in the context of MIC development,
highlighting the importance of having a clear strategic (i.e., NPD generative learning)
focus in leveraging internal dynamism. This extends the work of Slater et al. (2014) by
emphasizing that to develop MIC, organizational components must be orchestrated with
the purpose of encouraging generative organizational changes.
Fourth and central to this research, scholars have long advocated that
organizations should acquire the ability to develop major innovations when facing
dynamic market conditions (Day 2011; Atuahene-Gima 2005). Yet, few propose and/or
empirically verify specific mechanisms that can help firm achieve such a demanding task.
This study takes on the challenge by incorporating dynamic capability thinking into the
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MIC research stream, offering theoretical justification and empirical evidence to explain
how a specific dynamic capability (DNC) can shape MIC by enabling NPD generative
learning in highly dynamic environments. Most intriguingly, I find that the effects of
DNC and NPD generative learning are even greater when the firm is undergoing
substantial internal structural changes. The fact that internal dynamism further
strengthens the moderating effects of environmental dynamism indicates that DNC has
the greatest impact when a firm appears vulnerable, facing both external and internal
turbulence. To the best of my knowledge, no prior research in innovation and marketing
literatures explicates and empirically tests the proposed model.
Fifth, the study contributes to the dynamic capability research in the network
collaboration literature. The extant empirical research on how DNC (re)configures a
firm’s resource base is mostly drawn from case studies. I believe my research is among
the first to delineate this proposition using a large sample. Situated in the NPD context
and integrating ideas from organizational learning theory, this study offers scholars a
valuable theoretical perspective (i.e., generative learning) from which to understand and
study the resource reconfiguration mechanism of DNC. In addition, this research supports
the adoption of the dynamic capability perspective in studying network collaborations
under high dynamism. Specifically, the findings indicate that when controlling for
environmental and internal dynamism, a dynamic capability that determines the right
collaborations (i.e., DNC) appears to be more important than the sole quantity of
collaborations (i.e., collaboration intensity). One explanation is that the value of a given
configuration in collaboration activities is likely unstable in dynamic environments and
therefore, the higher-order (dynamic) capability that refreshes the configurations to suit
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new organizational needs represents a more effective, realistic and strategic process to
organize collaborations.
Sixth, my study informs the debate of relationship between unlearning and
exploratory learning in the generative learning literature. Some researchers hold the view
that unlearning is a precondition for new learning (Baker and Sinkula 2002; Tsang and
Zahra 2008). This appears to assume that the firm’s existing organizational memory is
non-expandable and at its full capacity (i.e. no free space left), implying that mental
space must be created by unlearning in order to allow the subsequent new learning to
occur. However, an alternative view is also sensible if we consider the presence of
network memory (Soda, Usai and Zaheer 2004; Fang, Fang, Choi, Yang and Tsai 2011)
and the underdeveloped memory of firms (Sinkula 1994). If the firm’s memory capacity
is expandable or unsaturated, unlearning does not need to be a precondition of
exploratory learning. In this alternative view, exploratory learning may promote
unlearning by bringing new information to firms and making firms recognize their
obsolete organizational routines and assumptions. Recall Coviello and Joseph’s (2012)
finding that the process of developing major innovations is iterative and overlapping.
Their case research seems to support the idea that unlearning and exploratory learning
intertwine, instead of following a planned sequence throughout the process of developing
major innovations. The ‘average’ structure (e.g., recall the discussion in section 2.3.2)
that emerged from my analysis appears to support the latter view.
Finally, this paper has a subtle yet ambitious goal of providing some granularity
to two core debates in the dynamic capability literature. By conceptualizing generative
learning as a mechanism for knowledge reconfiguration, I clarify the theoretical
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connection between organizational learning theory and dynamic capabilities. My
conceptualization implies that a reconfiguration process involves not only additive
learning (i.e. accumulating more knowledge), but also unlearning (i.e. discarding what
may be obsolete). I refer to the iterative process of unlearning and learning as generative
learning. Because I link DNC to the generative learning process, the findings may be
interpreted such that generative learning underlies the impact of DNC (as a dynamic
capability). Thus, one may infer that an essential role of dynamic capability is enabling
systematic organizational generative learning. It is through these unlearning-exploratory
learning iterations that a dynamic capability alters and reconfigures a firm’s resourcebase. From this standpoint, we might further assume that the development of a dynamic
capability requires what I call ‘learning to learn generatively’, that is learning to unlearn
and learn iteratively. As a result, this view suggests that the popular concept of ‘learning
to learn’ (e.g. Schilke 2014b) may run the risk of mis-specifying the essence of a
dynamic capability and its development.
Another key debate in the dynamic capability literature has been on the
moderating role of environmental dynamism on the impact of a dynamic capability.
Currently there is little research that studies how environments moderate the impact of a
dynamic capability on the actual resource reconfiguration. This is quite surprising given
that scholars seem to have reached a consensus regarding how the impact of a dynamic
capability must be mediated by resource reconfiguration. My research advances the
discussion on this subject. On one hand, the results clearly show that the impact of DNC
on the level of NPD generative learning is stronger in dynamic environments. On the
other hand, the moderated mediation analyses suggest that when environmental
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dynamism is low, the level of generative learning does not mediate the impact of DNC.
The findings provide fresh empirical support for Helfat and Winter’s (2011) view that a
dynamic capability may influence the firm resource base in a different way in dynamic
compared to stable environments. Further, a dynamic capability may reconfigure the firm
resource base through multiple, alternative path(s). My findings suggest that studying
different generative activities to understand how a dynamic capability operates in
different distinct environments is promising.

2.7. Managerial Implications
This paper provides several practical implications for innovation and marketing
managers. First, it suggests that DNC is not only a source of competitive advantage but
also able to shape MIC under the conditions of turbulence that characterize today’s
market environment. DNC should thus be a high-priority dynamic capability for strategic
marketing managers to develop. For managers, the three dimensions (i.e., sensing, seizing
and transforming) of DNC serve as a meaningful starting point to measure, assess and
develop this important capability related to the orchestration and reconfiguration of a
collaboration network.
Second, this research highlights the essential learning experience that drives
breakthrough innovations and the development of MIC. The late futurist and management
thinker Alvin Toffler (1990) famously opined, “The illiterate of the 21st century will not
be those who cannot read and write, but those who cannot learn, unlearn, and relearn.” A
recent Harvard Business Review article (Bonchek, 2016) advocates that to develop
breakthrough innovations, firms should focus on unlearning rather than just learning.
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While I appreciate these points of view, the current study offers managers a more
systematic and rigorous way to understand the concept of generative learning (or
‘relearning’ in the words of Alvin Toffler) and its elements. In this paper, the generative
learning or relearning mechanism, which involves unlearning and exploratory learning, is
specific and identifiable. Therefore, it provides clear focus (i.e., learning metrics) to
managers who wish to act upon this insight to develop and sustain MIC in their firms. In
addition, because relearning also represents a key mechanism through which DNC
reconfigures a firm’s resource base, relearning again provides meaningful objectives for
managers who wish to leverage external collaborations to renew their firm’s resource
base for major innovation efforts.
Third, the study suggests that managers can destabilize organizational structures
to facilitate generative learning and building of MIC, but the implementation of
destabilization must be centered on resource reconfiguration. Jack Welch once said: “If
the rate of change on the outside exceeds the rate of change on the inside, the end is
near”. I warn against an over-simplistic interpretation of this quote. In the context of
major innovation, my results suggest that heightening internal structural change alone is
not the key to competitive advantage. Instead, managers should increase internal
structural change to enable reconfiguration of its resource base, rather than for the sake of
matching external dynamism.
Finally, this study provides strategic marketing managers with insight regarding
capability management. A recent study by McKinsey & Company (Benkert and Van
Dam 2015) reports that half of executives’ rate capability-building as one of their firms’
top three priorities. Furthermore, building capabilities in strategic marketing represents
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one of the most urgent tasks in management. The McKinsey study also finds that
managers are unclear about how to link capabilities and their related learning efforts to
company competitive outcomes, and what specific learning experience is required to
build and sustain capabilities. By linking two dynamic capabilities in this research, I hope
to offer managers a meaningful way to understand the essence of dynamic capabilities. I
use this study to propose that dynamic capabilities are developed based on systematic
generative learning experiences and that dynamic capabilities exist to create the next
waves of systematic generative learning experience. Although generative learning
experience can indeed occur in a non-systematic (e.g., ad hoc) manner, dynamic
capabilities add continuity, fluidity and systematism to the firm’s unique knowledge
renewal effort. With this study, I clarify the relationship between dynamic capabilities
and generative learning efforts, shed light on their impact on firm competitiveness (i.e.,
ability to develop major innovations) and specify that generative learning is required to
build and sustain dynamic capabilities.

2.8. Limitations and Future Research
This study has several limitations which offer opportunities for future research.
First, the measures for environmental and internal dynamism are general. While this is a
conscious decision, future research could incorporate different external and internal
dynamism constructs. For example, Teece, Peteraf and Leih (2016) differentiate risk from
deep uncertainty. Second, the results suggest that DNC can affect MIC through different
route(s) other than the level of NPD generative learning. However, I was unable to
pinpoint the alternative route(s) in this research and this warrants investigation. Future
research could also test (e.g.,) multiple dimensions of resource reconfiguration when
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studying the impact of dynamic capabilities. Possible directions include studying the
mediating effects of the speed of resource reconfiguration (See Essay 2) and cost of
resource reconfiguration. Third, the measure for MIC is outcome- rather than processbased. This choice is driven by the fact that there is currently no process-based measure
of MIC in the literature. In addition, I recognize that MIC as a process may confound
NPD generative learning in cross-sectional survey research. Therefore, I use the
outcome-based operationalization of MIC to mitigate this issue. The logic in this essay is
that generative learning experience should lead to MIC as an outcome. Nonetheless, my
data is cross-sectional. Casual inferences require caution. Future research with a
longitudinal design should verify the ideas presented in this research. Finally, I focus on
DNC as a specific dynamic capability that drives NPD generative learning and MIC
under turbulence. Future research might consider other dynamic capabilities that
complement (or even compete with) DNC. I believe as a dynamic capability transforms
part of the firm’s resource base, the transformation may have spillover effects in the
organization, which requires the participation of other distinct dynamic capabilities
(Schilke 2014a). There is currently little research on this topic in the marketing or
strategic management literature.
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2.9. Appendix: Measurement Scales
Constructs and Items

Factor
Loading

Major Innovation Capabilityᵇ (CR = 0.82, AVE = 0.60)
1. Innovations that fundamentally change existing products.
2. Innovations that make current expertise (e.g. technology and skills) in existing products obsolete.
3. Innovations that make existing products obsolete.
Dynamic Network Capabilityᶜ (CR = 0.86, AVE = 0.68)
Sensing
1. We are far more proactive and responsive in finding and ‘going after’ NPD collaborations.
2. We often take the initiative in approaching customers or suppliers with NPD collaboration proposals.
Seizing
1. We ensure that our work tasks fit very well with those of our NPD collaborators.
2. There is a great deal of interaction with our NPD collaborators on most decisions.
3. We ensure that interdependencies between our NPD collaborators are identified.
4. We have adequate routines to analyze the information obtained from our NPD collaborators.
5. We can successfully integrate our existing knowledge with new information acquired from our NPD
collaborators.
Transforming
1. We are willing to put aside contractual terms to improve the outcome of our NPD collaborations.
2. When an unexpected situation arises, we would rather modify a NPD collaboration agreement than insist on
the original terms.
Recent collaboration experienceᶜ (CR = 0.72, AVE = 0.57)
1. The company is regularly involved in activities related to NPD collaborations.
2. The company interacts with many NPD collaborators.
a. Initial loading was fixed to one.
b. Seven point scale with 1 = “much weaker than our main competitors”; 7 = “much stronger than our main competitors”.
c. Seven point scale with 1 = “strongly disagree” and 7 = “strongly agree”.
CR = construct reliability. AVE = average variance extracted.

t-value

0.81
0.78
0.75ᵃ

9.73
9.44
-

0.88ᵃ
0.76
0.70ᵃ
0.87
0.75ᵃ
0.72
0.75
0.69

8.66
7.95
9.78
10.03
9.20

0.79

10.58

0.71
0.62

6.23
6.48

0.69ᵃ

-

0.67ᵃ
0.82

8.95
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2.9. Appendix: Measurement Scales (Continued)
Constructs
NPD Unlearningᶜ (CR = 0.75, AVE = 0.50)
1. We are not afraid to reflect critically on the shared assumptions we have made about our NPD process.
2. We easily replace one set of abilities with a different set of abilities to adopt a new technology in NPD.
3. We can easily change the manner in which we carry out tasks to fit the needs of a new product.
NPD Exploratory Learningᶜ (CR = 0.74, AVE = 0.48)
1. Acquired product technologies and skills entirely new to the firm.
2. Acquired entirely new managerial and organizational skills that are important for innovation.
3. Learned product development skills and processes that are entirely new to the industry
Internal R&D intensityᶜ (CR = 0.88, AVE = 0.78)
1. Our firm spends more on R&D than the competition.
2. Our firm spends more on R&D than the industry average.
Organizational flexibilityᶜ (CR = 0.75, AVE = 0.49)
1. Senior managers in our firm are not afraid to reflect critically and openly on their assumptions about the
way the firm operates.
2. Unusual and exciting ideas are highly valued in our firm.
3. Questioning how decisions are made is a highly encouraged practice in our firm.
Environmental dynamismᶜ (CR = 0.75, AVE = 0.50)
1. The environmental demands on us are constantly changing.
2. Marketing practices in our industry are constantly changing.
3. In our industry, the modes of production/service change often and in a major way.
Internal Dynamismᶜ (CR = 0.81, AVE = 0.59)
1. Organizational structure
2. Work processes
3. Evaluation criteria for employees

Factor
Loading

t-value

0.73
0.64
0.74ᵃ

7.15
7.25
-

0.69ᵃ
0.62
0.77

7.19
8.58

0.91
0.86ᵃ

12.92
-

0.67ᵃ

-

0.67
0.76

7.50
8.19

0.68ᵃ
0.72
0.72

7.61
7.62

0.82ᵃ
0.75
0.72

9.62
9.27
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CHAPTER 3

WHEN IS SPEED OF PRODUCT RECONFIGURATION A MISSING LINK?
DYNAMIC NETWORK CAPABILITY, FIRM AGE AND COMPETITIVE
PERFORMANCE
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3.1. Introduction
Facing markets that are increasingly fluid, networked and hyper-competitive, marketing
managers are challenged to find new ways to compete in the new normal. Dynamic capabilities
have been suggested to have high potential to address this challenge (Day 2014; Morgan 2012).
However, significant gaps remain in our current understanding of how dynamic capabilities
contribute to marketing excellence and firm performance (Moorman and Day 2016). In
particular, recent literature suggests that the mere existence of dynamic capabilities does not
ensure superior competitive performance (Helfat and Peteraf 2011). Instead, the impact of
dynamic capabilities on competitive outcomes is believed to be indirect and mediated by the
change in operational resources that they enable (Zahra, Sapienza and Davidsson 2006; Helfat
and Peteraf 2011). Yet, systematic, empirical research examining specific mediating mechanisms
between dynamic capabilities and competitive performance remains scarce in marketing and
other strategy fields (Weerawardena and Mavondo 2011). Even less is known about the
conditions under which such mechanism(s) are influential.
The purpose of the current research is to advance understanding of how dynamic
capabilities in marketing contribute to firm competitive performance. To do so, I focus on a
dynamic capability critical to marketing: dynamic network capability (DNC) and situate the
study in the context of new product development (NPD). Building upon Teece’s (2007) dynamic
capability framework and definition, I conceptualize DNC as a firm’s ability to sense, seize and
transform its external collaborative relationships in NPD.
Several factors support the focus on DNC. First, prior research has indicated the
importance of network collaborations in spurring innovation and thereby enhancing firm
performance (Sivadas and Dwyer 2000; Swaminathan and Moorman 2009). Similarly, other
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scholars suggest that the ability of a firm to obtain resources from its external network is
essential to survival and growth in highly turbulent markets (Griffin 2002; Read, Dew,
Sarasvathy, Song and Wiltbank 2009; Coviello and Joseph 2012). Second, DNC is a dynamic
capability. Concepts similar to my view of DNC have been considered dynamic, but instead
variously referred as “network capability” (Walter, Auer and Ritter 2006), “networking
capability” (Mitrega, Forkmann, Ramos and Henneberg 2012), higher-order “network
competence” (Torkkeli, Puumalainen, Saarenketo and Kuivalainen 2012), “relational capability”
(Capaldo 2007), and “alliance management capability” (Sarkar, Aulakh and Madhok 2009;
Schilke 2014a). These concepts consistently signal DNC’s role in reconfiguring a firm’s network
resources and is the defining nature of a dynamic capability (Teece 2007; 2014). Finally,
research on how DNC reconfigures a firm’s resource base to influence the firm’s competitive
performance is in its infancy. Indeed, of 40 DNC-related articles drawn from 20 premier
marketing and management journals, only five (two review papers and three case studies) shed
preliminary light on this topic. In summary, a systematic understanding of the mechanisms
through which DNC contributes to firm performance is needed.
In this study, I investigate the impact of DNC on firm competitive performance in two
ways. First, I examine new product development speed as a potential mediator of the relationship
between DNC and firm performance. Keeping in mind that NPD involves change to a key
operational resource (a product), ‘NPD speed’ is the speed of change or reconfiguration to that
resource1. This focus is well justified because speed of operational resource reconfiguration
represents an important yet overlooked mechanism through which dynamic capabilities impact

1

NPD speed captures the speed of the existing product development process rather than the speed of reengineering
the current product development architecture.
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firm performance (Helfat and Winter 2011). As I write, I am unaware of any published research
that examines the mediating role of resource reconfiguration speed in the relationship between a
dynamic capability and competitive performance. Thus, this research makes a meaningful
contribution to the dynamic capability literature. Managerially, the focus on NPD speed is also
sensible, given it is a top priority of NPD managers (Product Development Management
Association 2013). In addition, research on the relationship between NPD speed and overall firm
competitive performance remains limited (Chen, Reilly and Lynn 2012). Therefore, this research
will provide additional empirical insight on this topic.
Second, I examine the moderating effects of firm age on the relationship between DNC,
NPD speed, and competitive performance. Building upon the argument that distinct learning
behaviours are prevalent in firms of different ages (Autio, Sapienza and Almeida 2000), I
suggest that the mediating effect of NPD speed differs with age. This insight fills an important
gap in the marketing and strategic management literatures because up to now, scholars have
given little attention to how dynamic capabilities operate in firms of different ages (Bocconcelli
et al. 2016; Zahra et al. 2006). To my knowledge, this research is among the first studies to
examine this question. Figure 1 presents the conceptual model tested in this research.
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Figure 3.1. Conceptual Model of Relationships between Dynamic Network
Capability, Product Reconfiguration Speed, Competitive Performance and Firm Age

3.2. Theory Development
A firm is said to have superior competitive performance when it outperforms competitors
in its industry (Day 1994). One of the most fundamental questions in marketing strategy is: how
can a firm achieve and maintain superior competitive performance in the market?
Over the past two decades, marketing scholars have shown strong interest in studying the
impact of network collaborations on competitive performance (e.g., Swaminathan and Moorman
2009). Network collaborations are formal and informal collaborative activities with customers
(i.e., downstream partners) and/or suppliers (i.e., upstream partners) (Fang, Lee and Yang 2015).
Early research in the area focused primarily on the impact of network characteristics on resource
access and competitive advantages for focal firms (e.g., Varadarajan and Cunningham 1995;
Anderson, Hakansson and Johanson 1994; Tsai and Ghosal 1998). Subsequent research has
advanced the discussion by emphasizing the processes and routines that govern collaborative
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network relationships (Schreiner, Kale and Corsten 2009; Ritter and Gemunden 2003).
Researchers (e.g., Sivadas and Dwyer 2000; Anand and Kahanna 2000; Kale, Dyer and Singh
2002; Johnson, Sohi and Grewal 2004) recognized that opportunistic behaviours and conflicts
are prevalent in collaboration and thus, understood that the focal firm must actively manage its
partners to extract valuable, rare, inimitable and non-substitutable (VRIN) resources from
partnerships. This implies that, given similar network characteristics, the firm’s idiosyncratic
capabilities for governing network collaboration should determine the properties of network
resources and ultimately, drive competitive performance.
The latest developments incapability research from the network collaboration literature
can be classified under the umbrella of dynamic network capability (DNC). With the benefit of
hindsight, early network capability research is mostly focused on what the literature now calls
‘ordinary capability’ (Teece 2014). This ordinary capability of collaboration focuses on
efficiency and is about “doing things right” (Teece 2014, p. 331). More recent research moves
the debate forward by adopting the lens of dynamic capability (e.g. Walter et al. 2006; Schilke
2014a). In contrast to the ordinary capability of collaboration, DNC highlights the importance of
orchestrating and (re)configuring collaborative relationships as a whole. That is, “doing the right
things” (Teece 2014, p. 331). Organizations with a strong DNC should have processes and
routines that support critical collaboration activities, including sensing new collaborators, seizing
resources from partners, and transforming that collaboration network as a whole.
Extant empirical research suggests that DNC is positively related to competitive
performance (e.g., Walter et al. 2006; Schilke 2014a; Torkkeli et al. 2012). The common
underlying argument is that DNC impacts performance by modifying and reconfiguring firm
resources. Yet surprisingly, no published research has empirically tested such a hypothesis. In
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this article, I focus on a specific example: NPD speed. NPD speed is conceptualized here as the
firm’s speed of reconfiguring its product mix and developing new products. I investigate its
mediating role between DNC and competitive performance among firms of different ages.

3.2.1. NPD Speed and Competitive Performance
NPD speed captures the pace at which a firm reconfigures its product offerings and is
defined as “how quickly an idea moves from concept to a product in the marketplace” (Chen et
al. 2012, p. 289). Prior research suggests that high NPD speed can be characterized as valuable,
rare, imperfectly imitable and non-substitutable (VRIN), thus representing a source of
competitive advantage (Allocca and Kessler 2006; Kessler & Chakrabarti 1996). The reasoning
is that firms with higher NPD speed can incorporate the latest consumer insights and
technologies to create product advantages in the market (Ali, Krapfel and LaBahn 1995). It is
argued that firms with newer and more ‘cutting edge’ products are perceived more favourably by
market actors (Kerin, Varadarajan and Peterson 1992; Lieberman and Montgomery 1988). The
empirical evidence in the marketing literature tends to support the positive influence of NPD
speed on the firm’s positional advantage and competitive superiority (Carbonell and Rodriguze
2006; Carbonell et al. 2009; Cankurtaran et al. 2013).
Having said that, I am mindful that some scholars highlight the potential downside of
NPD speed. For example, Crawford (1992) suggests that increased innovation speed may come
with a trade-off in innovation quality. I acknowledge such a possibility and therefore control for
innovation quality in the model (see method section). In addition, Chen et al. (2012) show
diminishing returns of NPD speed on firm performance. However, their finding still supports an
overall positive effect of NPD speed, especially in dynamic markets. I draw the reader’s attention
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to the fact that Chen et al.’s performance construct is measured relative to the firm’s objectives
rather than the performance of the firm’s key competitors. This makes their prior findings less
relevant to my research question. Therefore, I propose that, all else being equal:

Hypothesis 1: NPD speed is positively related to competitive performance.

3.2.2. DNC and NPD Speed
DNC, which can alter the firm’s relational, market-based assets (Srivastava, Fahey and
Christensen 2001), may speed up NPD in three ways. First, DNC enables fast market opportunity
recognition. Through creating, integrating and orchestrating external collaborative relationships,
DNC can adapt and transform the firm’s outside-in learning (Day 2011). Novel and high quality
information about emerging customer needs and market opportunities can quickly become
available to the focal firm through these carefully managed relationships (Walter et al. 2006;
Hoffmann 2007). In turn, this flow of information improves management decision-making and
helps the firm to respond quickly with new product offerings (Theoharakis, Sajtos and Hooley
2009).
Second, DNC helps a focal firm resource the NPD process quickly through external
partnerships (Song, Droge, Hanvanich and Calantone 2005; Powell, Koput and Smith-Doerr
1996). Specifically, scholars have found that partnering with the right external customers in NPD
can add knowledge and expertise that is complementary, yet difficult-to-develop, leading to a
substantial reduction in product development time (Chang and Taylor 2016). Similarly, Ragatz,
Handfield and Petersen (2002) find that well-managed supplier partnerships in NPD can provide
timely and cutting edge technical input, thus speeding up the focal firm’s NPD process.
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Lastly, DNC allows the focal firm to quickly launch new products to market. Involving
external collaborators in NPD can lead to early buy-in and stronger relationships, increasing the
odds of attracting go-to-market partners (Coviello and Joseph 2012). Quick access to domestic
and foreign markets through partnerships (Ritter and Gemunden 2003; Hagedoorn, 1993)
reduces risk and uncertainty in the NPD process and enables a seamless transition from idea to
launch. Based on these arguments, I suggest the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 2: The firm’s dynamic network capability is positively related to NPD speed.

3.2.3. Mediating Effect of NPD Speed
The preceding argument supports the notion that the speed of product reconfiguration is a
critical route through which DNC affects competitive performance. Following the view of
Preacher and Hayes (2008), I propose that NPD speed learning mediates the impact of DNC on
competitive performance.

Hypothesis 3: NPD speed mediates the effect of the firm’s dynamic network capability on
competitive performance.

3.2.4. The Moderating Role of Firm Age
The positive impact of DNC on NPD speed will likely become stronger (weaker) for
younger (older) firms. I provide two reasons to support this proposition. First, younger firms tend
to lack internal resources and are particularly attracted to network collaboration (Coviello 2006;
Ang 2008; Bocconcelli et al. 2016). Because network resources account for a substantial part of
these firms’ overall resource base, the ability to create, integrate and reconfigure network
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resources and partners (i.e. DNC) becomes paramount. Accordingly, DNC should be more
instrumental for less established firms to help them overcome opportunity and resource
constraints, and speed up their NPD process.
Second, younger firms tend to resort to unplanned learning modes such as improvisation
(Zahra et al., 2006). This may further enhance the impact of DNC on NPD speed because of its
spontaneous nature. Scholars suggest that improvisation, coupled with appropriate organizational
and environmental factors, can enhance innovation speed (Moorman and Miner 1998; Miner,
Bassoff and Moorman 2001; Eisenhardt and Tabrizi 1995). In particular, the findings of Vera
and Crossan (2005) show that when complemented with sufficient organizational resources (e.g.,
expertise, knowledge, and experience), improvisation in NPD has a positive impact on speed-tomarket. Building upon these arguments and dynamic capability theory, I argue that younger
firms should benefit more from DNC because it enables their unplanned new learning
(improvisation) and helps them to cope with NPD changes in a timely manner. Conversely, older
firms tend to opt for planned learning, which operates at a slower pace and involves lengthy
reconciliation between new external resource inputs and existing ways of being. As such, the
impact of DNC on the NPD process will be slowed for older firms, even though DNC should still
be beneficial to NPD activities. Therefore, I hypothesize:

Hypothesis 4: Firm age weakens the relationship between the firm’s dynamic network
capability and NPD speed.

Controlling for NPD speed, how may firm age directly moderate the impact of DNC on
competitive performance? This is a subject of debate. On one hand, the younger the firm, the
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greater the reliance on network resources. In addition, research has found that the younger the
firm, the greater the willingness and ability to work with new external partners (Coviello and
Joseph 2012). This suggests there is a negative moderating effect of firm age on the impact of
DNC.
On the other hand, some research suggests that external market learning and
improvisation together may lead to higher costs of innovation (Kyriakopoulos 2011) and
negatively impact firm performance. Past research also shows that DNC enables network
learning. Network learning promotes organizational learning orientation (Stadler, Tazeeb and
Karaba 2014; Yli-Renko and Janakiraman 2006; Capaldo 2007). The older the firm, the greater
contribution learning orientation has to firm innovativeness and overall competitive performance
(Calantone, Cavusgil and Zhao 2002). This line of argument suggests that firm age may
strengthen the impact of DNC on competitive performance because of other mechanisms distinct
from NPD speed. Examples of other mechanisms might include innovativeness and cost in NPD.
Given the lack of clarity in the literature, I explore this relationship by offering the following
non-directional hypothesis:

Hypothesis 5: Controlling for NPD speed, firm age moderates the relationship between
the firm’s dynamic network capability and competitive performance.
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3.3. Method
3.3.1. Data Collection
I test the proposed model using data from two rounds of surveys administrated by
Qualtrics Panels, a well-established B2B online panel provider. The first round survey,
completed in June 2016, collected data for all variables of interest. The second round, completed
in October 2016, was used to assess data reliability and construct validity.
The target sample was restricted to small and medium-sized, manufacturing and
technology firms in the U.S. I focused on manufacturing and technology firms because they are
actively engaged in NPD activities. The US was chosen because of its large pool of firms in
these two sectors, increasing the likelihood of generating a sizable survey sample.
Microbusinesses (i.e., firms with less than five employees) are excluded because they are less
likely to exhibit identifiable firm capabilities. I also exclude larger businesses (i.e. firms with
more than 500 employees) because their capabilities are likely to spread across multiple
divisions, and are thus difficult for informants to report upon. Finally, service firms are excluded
to avoid mixing new service development and new product development processes.
I applied two screening criteria for the key informants and four screening criteria specific
to their firms. Individual informants qualified for this research if: 1) they were a member of the
senior management team; and 2) knowledgeable about their firm’s collaboration and NPD
activities over the last 3 years (i.e., reporting a knowledgeability score greater than 4 out of a
scale of 1 = “not at all knowledge” to 7 = “extremely knowledgeable”). In addition, the
respondents’ firms must: 1) be independent (i.e., not a subsidiary of another organization); 2)
have between five and 499 employees; 3) actively develop new products; and 4) have
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collaborated (i.e., work together in any way) with external parties to develop new product(s)
prior to 2014.
The survey was developed and refined through multiple iterations. Prior to launch, it was
pre-tested with four academic researchers who are experts in innovation, collaboration and
capability research, helping ensure the face validity of the measures. The refined survey was
tested with an additional four practitioners who had extensive marketing and product
management experience. To minimize the likelihood of inattentive responses or cheating, I
worked with Qualtrics to implement an array of validated quality checks throughout the survey.
Examples include reverse-worded items, straight-lining detectors, and survey speeding detectors.
We sent an email invitation to the members of Qualtrics Panels B2B respondent pool. Of the
1667 respondents who accepted the invitation, 656 passed the initial screening questions.
In the end, I received 184 useable surveys. Comparing early and late respondents on key
variables shows no significant difference (p < 0.05). This suggests response bias is unlikely be an
issue. The final sample consists of firms from diverse industries (e.g., aircraft and spacecraft,
biotechnology and pharmaceuticals, computers, semiconductors). Based on the OECD
technology intensity definition (OECD 2011), 32% of the firms operate in high-technology
sectors while 48% are in medium-technology sectors. The median firm age is 17 years and the
median firm size is 150 employees. 37% of the firms operate in B2B sectors. The median R&D
spending as a percentage of total revenue is 27% and the median external collaboration history is
seven years.
Among all respondents, 64% are chief executive officers or general managers, 10% are
head of marketing, 8% are head of product development, 14% are head of operations and 4% are
other members of top management team. To assess informants’ quality, I surveyed their degree
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of knowledge on a seven-point Likert scale (1= “very limited knowledge”, 7 = “very substantial
knowledge”) about the issues (e.g., external collaboration, new product development) under
study. The mean is 6.18. Informants were also asked to indicate total years of experience in the
firm, of which the mean is 10.86 years. These numbers provide confidence on the quality of key
informants.
Following the approach similar to prior research (De Clercq, Thongpapanl and Dimov
2009; Yli-Renko, Autio and Sapienza 2001), I conducted a follow-up survey four months after
the first survey to assess data reliability and validity of the measures. To increase response rate
and keep the survey brief, the follow-up survey included a reduced version of the key construct
measures. I received 46 useable surveys (representing a response rate of 26.6%) after multiple
reminders. I compared two rounds of data and found significant, positive correlations (ranging
from 0.32 – 0.61) for the validation items. This result is in line with those from prior research
(De Clercq et al. 2009; Yli-Renko et al. 2001) and serves as further evidence of data reliability
and measure validity.

3.3.2. Measures
The scales are either adopted or adapted from prior literature (see Appendix for the actual
measures).
Competitive performance. I measure competitive performance using a seven-item scale
that assesses a firm’s performance relative to its competitors (Day and Wensley 1988; Calantone
et al. 2002).
Dynamic network capability. I adapt the multi-dimensional scale from Schilke and
Goerzen (2010). The data support a three-dimension structure that closely corresponds to the
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latest theoretical framework of dynamic capability (e.g., Teece 2007; 2014). Thus, my measure is
comprised of three dimensions that capture processes associated with sensing, seizing and
transforming in the context of collaborative network relationships. Although Schilke and
Goerzen’s (2010) scale consists of five dimensions, I was unable to replicate their fivedimensional structure in both exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis.
NPD speed. Speed of product reconfiguration is captured by NPD speed. I measure NPD
speed with a two-item scale measuring: 1) time-to-market; and 2) product development cycle
time relative to the firm’s major competitors (Griffin 1993).
Firm age. I measure firm age in terms of the number of years since founding.
Control variables. I include numerous theoretical controls. Industry norm has been
recognized as a predictor of the firm’s collaboration and learning activities (Walter et al. 2006). I
used two dummy variables – B2B and high-tech, to control for industry effects. Firm size is
associated with a firm’s possession of internal resources that may first, influence a firm’s ability
to innovate (Joshi and Sharma 2004) and second, influence the impact of network collaboration
on competitive performance (Watson 2007). I measured firm size in terms of the number of
employees. Environmental dynamism has been suggested to affect the effect of dynamic
capability. The scale of environmental dynamism captured the amount, frequency and
predictability of changes in the firm’s external environment (Jap 1999; Schilke 2014a). Internal
dynamism has been shown to affect information and knowledge exchange in organizations
(Maltz and Kohli 2000). I controlled for its potential effect by adopting the scale from Homburg
et al. (2008). Internal R&D represents a common path to innovation and its intensity likely
affects external learning efforts and internal operations in NPD (Walter et al. 2006). This scale
was adopted from Zahra and Bogner (2000). Prior research has shown that collaboration
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intensity affects organizational learning, NPD speed and competitive advantage (Powell et al.
1996; Cankurtaran et al. 2013). Collaboration intensity refers to the extent to which a firm is
actively engaging in external collaborations for NPD. While firms with high collaboration
intensity should have strong DNC, the two constructs and their respective impact on the firm’s
resource base and competitive advantage should be distinct. To control for the potential effect of
collaboration intensity, I adapted the experiential scale from Casillas, Barbero and Sapienza
(2015) to measure recent collaboration intensity. Lastly, I controlled for the general impact of
new product quality (i.e., success rate) on competitive performance (Crawford 1992).

3.3.3. Reliability and Validity
I performed both exploratory (EFA) and confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) for all
scales. In EFA, items that did not load significantly on their assigned factor or exhibited
significant cross-loadings were removed. Subsequently, I performed a CFA including all scales
using the structural equation software AMOS. The fit indexes indicate that the measurement
model fits the data well: chi-square = 506.08, degree of freedom = 326, p = .000, CFI = 0.93, IFI
= 0.93, RMSEA = 0.06. The composite reliability of each construct was greater than 0.70. All
factor loadings exceed the suggested value of 0.60 and are significant at p < 0.01, suggesting
convergent validity (Anderson and Gerbing 1988; De Clercq et al. 2009; Joshi and Sharma
2004). All construct scales met the required 0.50 threshold for average variance extracted. To
further assess discriminant validity of the measures, the construct correlations were sequentially
constrained in the CFA model to unity and the chi-square statistic of the constrained model was
compared with that of the unconstrained model. For all pairs of constructs, the constrained model
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fit is significantly worse than the free model, supporting the discriminant validity of the
measures (Anderson and Gerbing 1988; De Clercq et al. 2009; Joshi and Sharma 2004).

3.3.4. Common Method Variance
I undertook several steps to rule out the possibility of common method variance (CMV)
in the results. First, I implemented procedural remedies for CMV. All core scales have multiple
items adapted or adopted from prior literature and were thoroughly pre-tested. I collected data
from knowledgeable respondents and controlled for data quality by implementing proven checks
in the survey. I assured the respondents complete anonymity and confidentiality. Second, I
performed Harman’s one-factor test on all construct indicators (Podsakoff and Organ 1986). The
principal component factor analysis results show nine factors with an eigenvalue greater than one
and no single factor accounting for more than one-third of the total variance. Third, I performed
a model comparison between a one-factor model with the proposed factor model using
confirmatory factor analyses (De Clercq et al. 2009; Schilke 2014a). The results show that the
one-factor model had a poor fit with the data and is significantly worse than the proposed factor
model. These procedural steps and statistical tests help safeguard against the possibility of CMV.
Finally, key empirical insights of this paper come from the interaction terms. Researchers (e.g.,
Siemsen, Roth, and Oliveira 2010) note that interaction effects are unlikely to be an artifact of
common method bias. This further negates the CMV concerns. Table 3.1 presents the
correlations and descriptive statistics for the study variables.
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Table 3.1. Correlations and Descriptive Statistics (N = 184)
1

2

2.

Competitive performance

3.

DNC

.63**

1

4.

NPD speed

.49**

.51**

5.

Firm age (Ln)

-.20** -.18**

6.

Firm size (Ln)

7.

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

1

1
-.07

1

.13

.04

.02

.05

1

Environmental dynamism

.34**

.52**

.31**

-.08

.03

1

8.

Internal dynamism

.36**

.36**

.16*

-.09

.24**

.30**

1

9.

R&D intensity

.48**

.52**

.29**

-.21**

.27**

.32**

.48**

1

10.

Collaboration intensity

.47**

.69**

.43**

-.21**

.06

.40**

.34**

.55**

1

11.

NPD success rate

.60**

.51**

.42**

-.06

.08

.23**

.17*

.29**

.32**

1

12.

B2B dummy

-.62

-.03

-.06

.18*

-.03

-.05

-.13

-.11

-.04

-.06

1

13.

High-tech dummy

.09

.19**

.12

-.12

.10

.13

.09

.10

.18*

.03

.11

1

Mean

5.50

5.56

5.19

2.80

4.87

5.44

5.06

5.11

5.50

5.64

0.36

0.34

Standard deviation

0.86

0.88

1.22

0.68

1.09

1.07

1.24

1.48

1.15

1.22

0.48

0.47

** p < 0.01. * p < 0.05.
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3.4. Analysis and Results
Preliminary data analysis examining the skewness and kurtosis values of all variables
suggested that firm size and firm age were skewed. To normalize the distribution, I used the
logarithm of these two measures (Atuahene-Gima 2005). To test the hypothesized main,
mediating and moderating effects, I started with the hierarchical regression analysis. Each
construct was calculated as the average of its items. I mean centered the underlying variables to
create the interaction terms. The variance inflation factor values in each model were less than
four, suggesting multicollinearity was unlikely to be an issue. Tables 3.2 and 3.3 summarize the
regression results.

3.4.1. Impact of DNC and Firm Age on NPD Speed
NPD speed is modelled as the dependent variable in Table 3.2. Model 1 includes all
control variables. When adding DNC and firm age to Model 2, R-squared increases by 6% (p <
0.01). Model 3 adds the interaction of DNC and firm age, which increases R-squared by 3% (p <
0.01) to 31%.
The results show that DNC is positively related to NPD speed (β = 0.38, p < 0.01),
supporting Hypothesis 2. The negative moderation effect of firm age on DNC is confirmed (β = 0.19, p < 0.01), in support of Hypothesis 4. In addition, the results indicate that firm age alone is
not a significant predictor of NPD speed. In terms of control variables, environmental dynamism
and recent collaboration intensity show positive effects on NPD speed in the controls-only
model. However, these effects become insignificant (p > 0.05) when DNC is entered into the
model.
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Table 3.2. Results of Regression Analysis

Independent Variables
Controls
Firm size (Ln)
B2B dummy
High-tech dummy
R&D Intensity
Environmental Dynamism
Internal Dynamism
Recent Collaboration Intensity

Dependence Variable: NPD Speed
Model1
Model 2
Model 3
-0.01
(-0.21)
-0.04
(-0.63)
0.04
(0.61)
0.07
(0.78)
0.16
(2.18)*
-0.04
(-0.51)
0.33
(3.90)**

Main Effects
Dynamic Network Capability
Firm age (Ln)

0.00
(-0.01)
-0.06
(-0.89)
0.02
(0.39)
0.01
(0.18)
0.06
(0.83)
-0.06
(-0.78)
0.15
(1.69)†

0.00
(0.03)
-0.05
(-0.85)
0.00
(0.05)
0.03
(0.43)
0.07
(0.93)
-0.07
(-1.02)
0.17
(1.94)†

0.38
(3.88)**
0.05
(0.74)

0.37
(3.90)**
0.03
(0.43)

Interaction Effect
Dynamic Network Capability x Age

F Value
R2
Adjusted R2
R2 change
F Change

-0.19
(-2.91)**
6.88**
0.22
0.18

7.48**
0.28
0.24
0.06
7.73**

7.87**
0.31
0.27
0.03
8.47**

†p < .10. *p < .05. **p < .01. N = 184. Standardized coefficients and t-values (in parentheses) are
reported.
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Table 3.3. Results of Regression Analysis

Independent Variables
Controls
Firm size (Ln)
B2B dummy
High-tech dummy
R&D Intensity
Environmental Dynamism
Internal Dynamism
Recent Collaboration Intensity
Product Success Rate

Dependent Variable: Competitive Performance
Model1
Model 2
Model 3
Model 4
0.00
(-0.02)
0.00
(0.14)
0.00
(0.13)
0.18
(2.57)*
0.07
(1.31)
0.11
(1.86)†
0.14
(2.12)*
0.46
(8.14)**

Main Effects
Dynamic Network Capability
Firm age (Ln)

0.02
(0.5)
0.01
(0.28)
-0.02
(-0.43)
0.12
(1.82)†
0.01
(0.18)
0.10
(1.74)†
0.01
(0.14)
0.38
(6.36)**

0.03
(0.55)
0.02
(0.44)
-0.03
(-0.56)
0.12
(1.84)†
0.00
(0)
0.11
(1.90)†
-0.01
(-0.21)
0.34
(5.67)**

0.02
(0.5)
0.02
(0.44)
-0.01
(-0.29)
0.11
(1.65)†
0.00
(-0.08)
0.12
(2.12)*
-0.03
(-0.41)
0.36
(6.00)**

0.31
(3.63)**
-0.08
(-1.59)

0.27
(3.17)**
-0.09
(-1.74)†

0.25
(2.99)**
-0.08
(-1.54)

0.15
(2.58)*

0.18
(2.94)**

Mediating Effect
NPD Speed
Interaction Effect
Dynamic Network Capability x Age

F Value
R2
Adjusted R2
R2 change
F Change

0.11
(2.13)*

22.33**
0.51
0.48

20.98**
0.55
0.52
0.04
8.20**

20.30**
0.57
0.54
0.02
6.67*

19.38**
0.58
0.55
0.01
4.55*

†p < .10. *p < .05. **p < .01. N = 184. Standardized coefficients and t-values (in parentheses) are
reported.
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3.4.2. Impact on Competitive Performance
Table 3.3 shows the results for competitive performance. Model 1 enters all control
variables. Model 2 adds DNC and firm age, which leads to a 4% increase in R-squared (p <
0.01). Model 3 enters NPD speed, which is hypothesized as a mediator. The R-squared increases
by 2% (p < 0.05). The addition of DNC and firm age interaction in Model 4 further increases Rsquared by 1% (p < 0.05).
Model 2 shows that DNC has a positive impact on competitive performance (β = 0.31, p
< 0.01). In support of Hypothesis 1, Model 3 indicates that NPD speed is also positively related
to competitive performance (β = 0.15, p < 0.05). In addition, it shows that the main effect of
DNC, while remaining significant, is reduced (β = 0.27, p < 0.01). This suggests that NPD speed
mediates the impact of DNC on competitive performance, in support of Hypothesis 3. Model 4
shows that while controlling for NPD speed, firm age strengthens the impact of DNC on
competitive performance (β = 0.11, p < 0.05). This supports Hypothesis 5. In terms of controls,
product success rate is positively related to competitive performance in all models. The positive
effects of R&D and recent collaboration intensity become non-significant (p > 0.05) once DNC
was entered into the equation.

3.4.3. Moderated Mediation Analysis
To further explore the impact of DNC and test the robustness of the moderated mediation
results, I performed a path analysis using AMOS. Following the recommendations of Preacher,
Rucker, and Hayes (2007) and Aguinis, Edwards, and Bradley (2016), I used the bootstrapping
method over normal-theory methods to test indirect effects and reported the test results based on
the bias-corrected confidence intervals. I started with simple mediation analysis. In support of
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the hypotheses, NPD speed significantly mediates the relationship between DNC and
competitive performance (β = 0.17, P < 0.05). Next, I added the moderator of firm age to the
model. As seen in Table 3.4, the results suggest that firm age negatively moderates the indirect
effect of DNC (β = -0.03, p < 0.05) and reinforces the alternative, direct effect of DNC (β = 0.13,
p < 0.1) on competitive performance2. Thus, the results of path analysis are consistent with those
obtained in the hierarchical regression analysis. This finding points to an asymmetric moderating
effect of firm age.

Table 3.4. Results of Path Analysis

Dependence Variable: Competitive Performance
Direct effect

Indirect effect

DNC

0.28**

0.05*

Age

-0.11†

0.01

DNC x Age

0.13†

-0.03*

0.19*

-

Independent Variables

Mediator
NPD Speed

†p < .10. *p < .05. **p < .01. Standardized coefficients are reported. The number of
bootstrap samples = 2000.

To further understand the conditional direct and indirect effects of DNC on competitive
performance, I performed a moderated mediation analysis using Hayes’ Process (model 8). As
seen in Table 3.5, the index of moderated mediation confirms that age significantly moderates
the mediation effect of NPD speed. Specifically, the younger the firm, the stronger the indirect
2

We also ran the model without taking the logarithms of firm age and firm size. The significance level of the direct
effect of DNC and age interaction improves from p = .65 to p = .46; other results remain unchanged.
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effect of DNC through NPD speed. As firm age increases, the indirect effect through NPD speed
becomes smaller and non-significant. Interestingly, the older the firm, the stronger the direct
effect of DNC and as firm age decreases, the direct effect becomes smaller and non-significant.
Therefore, the results show that NPD speed mediates the effect of DNC on competitive
performance among younger firms, but not among older firms. This highlights the opposite
moderating effects of firm age on: 1) the indirect; and 2) the direct effects of DNC.

Table 3.5. Results of Moderated Mediation Analysis

Index of Moderated Mediation
NPD Speed

Index

LLCI95

ULCI95

-0.04 (0.03)

-0.11

-0.02

Conditional Indirect Effect of Dynamic Network Capability on Competitive
Performance Moderated by Age
Mediator

NPD Speed

Moderator

Conditional Indirect Effect

Firm age

Effect

LLCI95

ULCI95

-0.68 (-1SD)

0.08 (0.04)

0.01

0.18

0.00 (Mean)

0.05 (0.03)

0.01

0.12

0.68 (+1SD)
0.02 (0.02)
-0.02
Conditional Direct Effect of Dynamic Network Capability on Competitive
Performance Moderated by Age
Main Predictor

Dynamic Network
Capability

Moderator

0.08

Conditional Direct Effect

Firm age

Effect

LLCI95

ULCI95

-0.68 (-1SD)

0.13 (0.10)

-0.07

0.33

0.00 (Mean)

0.25 (0.08)

0.08

0.41

0.68 (+1SD)
0.36 (0.09)
0.18
0.55
Unstandardized estimates and bootstrapping standard errors (in parentheses) are reported; the
number of bootstrap samples = 2000; control variables include firm size, high tech, B2B, R&D
intensity, recent collaboration intensity, internal dynamism, environmental dynamism and product
development quality. LLCI (ULCI) refers to lower level (upper level) bias-corrected 95 percent
confidence intervals.
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I now discuss the size of direct and indirect effects. When firm age is low, the indirect
effect of DNC is at its highest (b = 0.08, SE = 0.04, CI: 0.01 – 0.18) and the direct effect of DNC
is non-significant (b = 0.13, SE = 0.10, CI: -0.07 – 0.33). At the average firm age (i.e., 17) of the
sample, both direct (b = 0.25, SE = 0.03, CI: 0.08 – 0.41) and indirect effects (b = 0.08, SE =
0.05, CI: 0.01 – 0.12) of DNC are significant. It is evident that the direct effect is noticeably
larger than the indirect effect. The highest direct effect for DNC occurs when firm age is high (b
= 0.36, SE = 0.09, CI: 0.18 – 0.55). This effect is strikingly larger than the non-significant,
indirect effect (b = 0.02, SE = 0.02, CI: -0.02 – 0.08). These moderated mediation comparisons
reinforce that a part of DNC’s impact on competitive performance manifests in aspects of
resource reconfiguration other than product reconfiguration speed (i.e., indirect effect on
performance through NPD speed). At the same time, they suggest that the overall impact of DNC
may in fact increase with firm age. Table 3.6 summarizes the hypotheses and empirical
conclusions of the study.

Table 3.6. Summary of Hypotheses and Empirical Conclusions

Expected
Direction

Empirical
Evidence

H1: NPD speed is positively related to competitive performance.

+

Supported

H2: The firm’s dynamic network capability is positively related to
NPD speed.

+

Supported

H3: NPD speed mediates the effect of the firm’s dynamic network
capability on competitive performance.

n/a

Supported

-

Supported

+/-

Positive,
Supported

Hypotheses

H4: Firm age weakens the relationship between the firm’s
dynamic network capability and NPD speed.
H5: Controlling for NPD speed, firm age moderates the
relationship between the firm’s dynamic network capability and
competitive performance.
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3.5. Discussion
The objective of this research is to advance understanding of how DNC, a dynamic
capability critical to marketing and innovation, affects resource base reconfiguration and
competitive performance. Building upon the extant literature, I proposed that DNC can speed up
new product development. More importantly, I contended that NPD speed may represent one
route through which DNC contributes to competitive performance and that its importance may
be contingent on firm age.
The empirical evidence strongly supports my theorization and offers additional insights.
First, NPD speed and DNC are found to be positively related to competitive performance. The
mediation analysis confirms that on average, DNC contributes to competitive performance by
speeding up development and change in new products. Nonetheless, the analysis suggests that
DNC also contributes to competitive performance through route(s) other than NPD speed.
Second, the moderation tests reveal that firm age weakens the impact of DNC on NPD
speed. That is, for younger firms, greater DNC accelerates NPD. Interestingly, I observe an
opposite moderating effect of firm age on the relationship between DNC and overall firm
performance.
Third, moderated mediation analysis provides intriguing insight into how firm age
influences the route(s) through which DNC impacts competitive performance. Although firm age
weakens DNC’s indirect effect through NPD speed, it strengthens DNC’s direct effect on
competitive performance. That is, the younger the firm, the more likely DNC contributes to
competitive performance through NPD speed. However, as firm age increases, DNC appears to
not enhance NPD speed but instead, influences competitive performance through alternative
route(s). Furthermore, the size of direct and indirect effects suggests that the overall impact of
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DNC on competitive performance becomes greater with firm age. Such findings provide novel
understanding on how DNC operates and functions in distinct ways among firms of different
ages.
Finally, although not formally hypothesized, the model tests the influence of
collaboration intensity on NPD speed and competitive performance in relation to DNC. The
evidence shows that the effect of DNC swamps that of collaboration intensity. This implies that
the benefits of external collaboration are inextricably tied to the firm’s dynamic network
capability rather than the simple intensity of collaboration.

3.6. Theoretical Implications
This study makes several contributions to the marketing and innovation literatures. First,
it links NPD speed to overall competitive performance by adopting a dynamic capability
perspective. Specifically, I conceptualize NPD speed as the speed of reconfiguration in a critical
marketing operational resource (i.e. product). Therefore, I provide additional theorization and
empirical evidence supporting the positive impact of NPD speed on firm-level performance. This
shifts the attention from traditional innovation-specific outcomes (e.g. NPD success, NPD
performance).
Second, the study complements earlier findings regarding the positive impact of DNC on
competitive performance (Walter et al. 2006; Schilke 2014a) by adding evidence from a sample
of small and medium-sized firms. This strengthens the generalizability of emerging research
related to the performance outcomes of DNC. Importantly, the model also extends prior literature
by showing that when DNC is present, the effects of collaboration intensity on NPD speed and
competitive performance becomes insignificant. This provides strong empirical justification for
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attempts to shift the research focus away from the current preoccupation with ‘experience’ (Kale
and Singh 2009) and ‘level of participation’ (Change and Taylor 2016) to the concept of
capability as it pertains to network collaboration.
Third, the mediation result of NPD speed helps open up the black box between DNC (as
well as other dynamic capabilities) and competitive performance, given little empirical research
has been conducted to shed light how this relationship occurs. The results of this study suggest
that DNC (as a dynamic capability in marketing) impacts competitive performance through
speed of product reconfiguration (i.e., NPD) and other aspects of resource reconfiguration. This
provides new insight to research in DNC and also contributes to theory building in the dynamic
capability literature. It implies that a dynamic capability (such as DNC) may operate
simultaneously through multiple, and distinct resource reconfiguration routes. This implication
resonates with the view of Helfat and Winter (2011, p. 1249) that to understand the ultimate
impact of dynamic capabilities on performance, it is vital to “assess the extent, nature and speed
of change that a capability enables.” To my knowledge, this research is among the first studies
that provide empirical evidence for this important proposition.
Fourth, the moderated mediation findings advance our knowledge about how DNC
operates to affect competitive performance among firms of different ages. The empirical
evidence shows that DNC is instrumental to firms of all ages yet it operates differently amongst
firms of various ages: 1) benefiting younger firms indirectly by enabling NPD speed; and 2)
assisting older firms through other resource reconfiguration routes.
Following from the above, the direct and indirect effect size comparisons provide another
interesting insight – the aggregate impact of DNC may in fact increase with firm age. This
supports the idea that DNC is important to younger firms by enabling speedy NPD, but also
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suggests that DNC brings even greater overall value to more established firms. Furthermore, that
value is distinct from enabling NPD speed. Although the current study does not delineate these
‘other areas’, possibilities suggested in other literature may include innovation radicalness, cost
and risk sharing, among other options. For example, DNC may create greater overall value for
older firms by enabling a higher level of innovativeness and fighting organizational rigidity (see
Atuahene-Gima 2005). In sum, this research is the first of its kind, providing insight to the
existing marketing, innovation and also entrepreneurship literatures (Bocconcelli et al. 2016;
Zahra et al. 2006) by shedding light on how DNC and other dynamic capabilities may operate
differently to obtain competitive advantage for younger and older firms.
Finally, this study also contributes to the ‘learning advantage of newness’ literature
(Autio et al. 2001; Coviello and Joseph 2012). The insignificance of the main effects of firm age
point out that age is not inherently advantageous or disadvantageous to NPD speed or
competitive performance. Instead, the theorization and moderation analysis results suggest that
firm age may be associated with certain learning styles (i.e., improvisation vs. experimentation)
and that these learning styles moderate the impact of DNC to produce different kinds of resource
reconfiguration patterns. Specifically, the results contend that younger firms possess the
advantage of being fast in NPD when accompanied by strong DNC. Meanwhile, more
established firms seem to have other distinct advantages and methods of translating strong DNC
into competitive performance. This implies that there may be qualitatively different learning
advantages associated with different ages.
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3.7. Managerial Implications
This research offers several implications for managers. First, the results suggest that the
processes of sensing, seizing and transforming collaborative network relationships (aka DNC)
are the key to speeding up NPD and driving competitive performance. This implies that
managers, who pursue collaboration as an end without building DNC, may not achieve their
intended objectives in product innovation and overall performance. Second, DNC works for
firms of all ages, but notably for firms more established. Therefore, it provides justification for
managers, especially those who operate established firms, to invest in building DNC. Third, clear
differences exist in how DNC impacts performance in firms of different ages and therefore,
managers should be aware of the intermediate mechanisms between DNC and competitive
performance. That is, managers in firms of different ages should establish distinct objectives and
use appropriate metrics associated with NPD collaborations to better manage effectiveness of
these activities. Based on the results, as firms grow and age, managers should not overemphasize
the contribution of collaborations to NPD speed. Instead, they may be more effective assessing
and measuring the value of collaborations in terms of (e.g.,) injecting radically new ideas,
reducing risk and sharing costs in the firm’s NPD operation. The findings of this study contribute
to addressing the pressing need among organizations to assess the effectiveness and objectives of
capabilities, ultimately linking capability management to firm performance (Benson-Armer, Otto
and Webster 2015).

3.8. Limitations and Future Research Directions
There are several limitations to the study. First, the data is from a sample of small and
medium-sized technology and manufacturing firms in the U.S. and thus our new findings are not
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definitive. Second, the research design is cross-sectional. Although I developed all hypotheses
based on theory and prior literature, it is nonetheless inappropriate to infer cause-effect
relationships. Third, although I control for salient factors that account for variance in NPD speed
and competitive performance, other potential covariates such as network characteristics,
innovation radicalness, internal firm characteristics (Cankurtaran et al. 2013) could have been
considered. This implies the results can be strengthened by future replication and extension.
Despite these issues, this study offers a number of meaningful directions for future research.
First, in this research, I focus on NPD speed as a key resource reconfiguration route and
do not pinpoint other route(s) through which DNC impacts competitive performance. Other
salient routes for product reconfiguration may include radicalness and cost. Interestingly, these
routes or facets of resource reconfiguration can also be applied to other critical resources in
marketing. For example, the customer represents a key market-based asset (Ramaswami,
Srivastava and Bhargava 2009) and, to the best of my knowledge, little research has studied
(e.g.,) the speed, radicalness and cost of reconfiguring the customer base. The network resources
(e.g., knowledge, financial and social support) enabled by DNC can potentially be beneficial to
(e.g.,) the strategic management of customers. Future research can extend my model and
simultaneously examine the impact of DNC or other dynamic capabilities on multiple facets of
the same resource and/or different components of overall resource base in marketing. This would
shed more light on the black box encapsulating dynamic capabilities and competitive
performance.
Second, this research highlights that the routes through which DNC impacts resource
reconfiguration and subsequently, competitive performance, are not fixed and can be contingent
on other factors. A fruitful direction for future research is to examine if the impact of DNC or
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other dynamic capabilities on different resource reconfiguration dimensions remains robust
under new conditions. Examples of potential moderators include type of firm (e.g., service), type
of industry and environment (e.g., institutional pressures), the presence of other organizational
characteristics (e.g., other capabilities, orientations) and the characteristics of the top
management team.
Third, my findings raise an intriguing question regarding the development of DNC or
other dynamic capabilities. If a dynamic capability is learned by accumulating resource
reconfiguration experience and that resource reconfiguration in fact consists of multiple distinct
dimensions, what different types of experience are required for the firm to fully learn and
develop a dynamic capability such as DNC? Future research can offer new ideas into this
unexplored area in the literature.
Finally, this research studies the underlying marketing processes that explain
organizational variation associated with firm age (Zahra et al. 2006). It does so by adopting a
dynamic capability perspective and focuses on the deployment of dynamic capability in
marketing. Future research may build upon the perspective of the current study to advance the
age-variation association debates.
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3.9. Appendix: Measurement Scales
Constructs and Items
Competitive Performanceᵇ (CR = 0.89, AVE = 0.53)
4. Total sales revenue growth
5. Growth in client base
6. Growth in the number of markets (or segments) served
7. Profitability
8. Cash flow
9. Return on investment
10. Ability to fund business growth from profits
Dynamic Network Capabilityᶜ (CR = 0.87, AVE = 0.69)
Sensing
3. We have been far more proactive and responsive in finding and ‘going after’ NPD collaborations.
4. We have often taken the initiative in approaching customers or suppliers with NPD collaboration proposals.
Seizing
6. We have ensured that our work tasks fit very well with those of our NPD collaborators.
7. There has been a great deal of interaction with our NPD collaborators on most decisions.
8. We have ensured that interdependencies between our NPD collaborators are identified.
9. We have had adequate routines to analyze the information obtained from our NPD collaborators.
10. We have successfully integrated our existing knowledge with new information acquired from our NPD collaborators.
Transforming
3. We have been willing to put aside contractual terms to improve the outcome of our NPD collaborations.
4. When an unexpected situation arises, we would rather modify a NPD collaboration agreement than insist on the
original terms.
a. Initial loading was fixed to one.
b. Seven point scale with 1 = “much weaker than our main competitors”; 7 = “much stronger than our main competitors”.
c. Seven point scale with 1 = “strongly disagree” and 7 = “strongly agree”.
CR = construct reliability. AVE = average variance extracted.

Factor
Loading

t-value

0.69
0.66
0.66
0.75
0.74
0.78
0.80ᵃ

9.85
9.32
9.36
10.94
10.67
11.48
-

0.88
0.74
0.72ᵃ
0.81ᵃ
0.76ᵃ
0.73
0.74
0.80
0.68
0.79
0.73

7.51
8.50
9.70
9.90
10.62
8.95
6.93
6.88

0.66ᵃ

-
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3.9. Appendix: Measurement Scale (Continued)
Constructs and Items
NPD Speedᵇ (CR = 0.81, AVE = 0.68)
4. Our time to market has been shorter.
5. Our development cycle has been shorter.
Recent collaboration experienceᶜ (CR = 0.72, AVE = 0.57)
4. The company has been regularly involved in activities related to NPD collaborations.
5. The company has interacted with many NPD collaborators.
Internal R&D intensityᶜ (CR = 0.88, AVE = 0.78)
3. Our firm spends more on R&D than the competition.
4. Our firm spends more on R&D than the industry average.
Environmental dynamismᶜ (CR = 0.75, AVE = 0.50)
4. The demands of business environment have been constantly changing.
5. Marketing practices in our industry have been constantly changing.
6. In our industry, the modes of production/service have changed often and in a major way.
Internal Dynamismᶜ (CR = 0.81, AVE = 0.59)
4. Organizational structure
5. Work processes
6. Evaluation criteria for employees
New Product Success Rateᵇ
1. Our new product success rate has been better.

Factor
Loading

t-value

0.75
0.90

8.33
-

0.68ᵃ
0.82

9.00

0.90ᵃ
0.87

12.92
-

0.65ᵃ
0.72
0.74

7.24
7.32

0.71ᵃ
0.83
0.75

8.77
9.16
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CHAPTER 4

KEEPING DYNAMIC CAPABILITIES FRESH AND STRONG: THE ROLE OF
HIGHER-ORDER LEARNING EXPERIENCE AND CRITICAL ENTREPRENEURIAL
EVENTS
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4.1. Introduction
Dynamic capabilities are a class of capabilities that build, integrate and reconfigure a
firm’s resource base (Teece, Pisano and Shuen 1997; Helfat and Peteraf 2003; Teece 2007). Prior
research suggests that these capabilities help firms overcome (e.g. adapt to or shape) external
uncertainties and are instrumental to obtain and sustain competitive advantage. To delineate how
dynamic capabilities are developed and operate, scholars often conceptualize them as processes
through which firms learn (Zollo and Winter 2002). Because dynamic capabilities are learned
(Teece 2007; 2014; Zahra, Sapienza and Davidsson 2006), a number of scholars argue that their
development involves ‘learning to learn’ (Schilke 2014b; Zollo and Winter 2002; Collis 1994).
However, a closer examination of the ‘learning to learn’ logic reveals issues that compromise its
ability to advance research in dynamic capabilities. More specifically, it provides little clarity to
how dynamic (rather than ordinary) capabilities can be developed, strengthened and kept fresh.
The purpose of this paper is to advance our understanding of dynamic capability
development. To accomplish this, I utilize and apply the existing organizational learning and
entrepreneurship literatures. I first clarify that higher-order generative learning experiences are
foundational to building dynamic capabilities. I propose that this type of learning is associated
with entrepreneurship, but not all enterprising activities create higher-order learning and dynamic
capabilities. Consequently, I introduce the concept of ‘critical entrepreneurial events’. I
differentiate these discontinuous and non-routine events from other entrepreneurial activities and
argue that they are the key to building and refreshing dynamic capabilities. Importantly, I
theorize that there is a self-reinforcing spiral whereby: 1) critical entrepreneurial events
contribute to the development of dynamic capabilities; and 2) dynamic capabilities help routinize
(e.g., support) the future occurrence of critical entrepreneurial events. The conceptualization of
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this self-reinforcing spiral specifies how a firm builds, strengthens and sustains its dynamic
capabilities over time, responding to the call of Zahra et al. (2006). Finally, I relate the selfreinforcing spiral framework to the entrepreneurship and dynamic capability literatures to
propose novel research directions.
This paper makes three contributions to the literature. First, I advance the discussion
regarding dynamic capabilities and entrepreneurship by bringing focus to specific (i.e.,
generative) learning and entrepreneurial events that build and sustain dynamic capabilities.
Accordingly, I establish a foundation for identifying and defining these critical entrepreneurial
events and I use a self-reinforcing spiral metaphor to describe how these events and dynamic
capabilities co-evolve over time.
Second, I apply the self-reinforcing spiral concept to offer a new perspective on how
dynamic capabilities and entrepreneurship impact competitive performance. On one hand, I
contribute to the entrepreneurship literature by highlighting a mechanism through which
entrepreneurship helps to create and sustain competitive performance. On the other hand, I
inform the strategy literature by shedding light on how dynamic capabilities may transform
competitive performance in a discontinuous and non-linear manner. Prior research questions the
(limited) impact of routine-based dynamic capabilities on competitive performance under deep
uncertainty (Eisenhardt and Martin 2000; Schilke 2014a). To resolve this concern, I propose that
scholars should consider the indirect impact of dynamic capabilities on competitive performance
through critical entrepreneurial events. Modeling the impact of dynamic capabilities together
with these events may provide a more complete understanding of the significance of dynamic
capabilities.
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Finally, this paper relieves the tension between ‘routine-focused’ and ‘being dynamic’
(Teece 2012, 2014; Schreyögg and Kliesch-Eberl 2007; Eisenhardt and Martin 2000). In short, I
try to clarify how dynamic capabilities may accomplish both systematically. Dynamic
capabilities are routines of generative learning. This defining characteristic means that although
the nature of dynamic capability routines is stable and repeatable, the variations in their
outcomes are inherently discontinuous and changing. A firm with strong dynamic capabilities
will more likely experience reflection, bursts of new ideas, and exploration of critical
entrepreneurial events. I believe these seemingly one-time events have a vital role in sustaining
and strengthening dynamic capabilities and competitive performance in highly dynamic
environments. Over time, these events can occur in a non-ad-hoc fashion due to strong dynamic
capabilities, yet they are not necessarily a component of dynamic capabilities per se (i.e.,
processes and routines). Therefore, my conceptualization offers a novel way to reconcile
competing views and advance dynamic capability theory building.
My arguments proceed with a review of core learning arguments and a discussion of the
role of entrepreneurial activities in generative learning. I then explain the concept of ‘critical
entrepreneurial events’ and why it is central to dynamic capabilities. Finally, I discuss the
interplay between critical entrepreneurial events and dynamic capabilities.

4.2. Learning and Development of Dynamic Capabilities
To begin, I suggest that the popular ‘learning to learn’ concept (Schilke 2014b; Zollo and
Winter 2002; Collis 1994) stagnates theory building in the dynamic capability literature for two
reasons. First, ‘learning to learn’ exhibits a logical contradiction to the concept of dynamic
capabilities as it accepts that learning is cumulative, path dependent, and reliant upon prior
knowledge. However, as organizations accumulate more knowledge, they are likely to be
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increasingly bound by their prior experience and become myopic (March 1991; Levinthal and
March 1993). This organizational myopia is precisely the challenge that dynamic capabilities
promise to overcome (Heimeriks, Schijven and Gates 2012). It is therefore unclear how
organizations can simply learn to be dynamic, if the more they learn (and learn to learn), the
more myopic they may become.
Second, the ‘learning to learn’ concept was originally used by Collis (1994) to theorize
about the development of ordinary capabilities. Ordinary capabilities focus on operational
efficiency and are about doing things right; on the other hand, dynamic capabilities focus on
(re)configuring operational resources and are about doing the right things (Teece 2014). How can
two distinct types of capabilities be learned in the same way? A closer assessment shows that the
earlier capability development literature examines what we now call ordinary capabilities. Yet,
as the literature evolved and the focus shifted to the study of dynamic capabilities, scholars seem
to have passively accepted or inherited the ‘learning to learn’ concept from the early literature
even through it pertains to ordinary capability development.

4.2.1. Network Capability Literature as an Example
When examining the network (e.g., alliance) capability literature, which has a long and
strong history on the topic of capability development, it becomes evident that the organizational
learning perspective has had a strong influence on research in this area. Among the 42 relevant
papers published between 1990 and 2015 in top-ranked management and marketing journals (see
Appendix I), 19 mention the antecedents and development of network capability. Of these 19
papers, 15 adopt an explicit learning perspective in their theorization.
Anand and Khanna (2000) offer one of the first studies on this subject, finding that
greater alliance learning experience leads to greater alliance capability. Based on the argument
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that alliance capability is a process of learning, they suggest that the development of alliance
capability is a process of learning to learn. Subsequent research expands on this view by
including alliance function (Kale, Dyer and Singh 2002), collaboration knowledge (Johnson,
Sohi and Grewal 2004) and network learning routines (Kale and Singh 2007) as mediators
between learning experience and capability development. As a consequence, researchers attempt
to clarify the mechanisms through which the experiences from collaboration-based learning are
converted into capabilities. Theoretically, they try to integrate learning theory and the
knowledge-based view (KBV) with the capability literature. Other papers in my review of the
network capability literature can fit roughly into one of these (learning and KBV) approaches.
However, it is worth noting that the definition and operationalization of network
capability constructs has evolved significantly over time. Earlier papers, such as Anand and
Khanna (2000), refer to a ‘capability of managing across alliances’, but they make no attempt to
capture the reconfiguration and orchestration functions of dynamic capabilities in either their
construct conceptualization or operationalization. Similarly, Kale et al. (2002) proximate
network capability using individual alliance performance, but they do not seem concerned about
the firm’s ability to reconfigure or orchestrate alliances as a whole. Johnson et al. (2004) also
make no reference to dynamic capabilities, and none of their constructs capture the
reconfiguration and orchestration functions. While Kale and Singh (2007) use the dynamic
capabilities terminology to introduce ‘alliance learning process’ as a ‘high-order’ capability that
helps build alliance-related competences, careful examination of the scale items measuring the
supposedly higher-order alliance learning process reveals mostly repetitive organizational
routines and few reconfiguring and orchestrating processes.
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With the benefit of hindsight, it seems that the earlier network capability literature
emphasizes the development of ordinary capabilities related to network collaboration and
focuses on operational efficiency. Because of this efficiency emphasis (i.e., lack of concern
about being myopic), the concept of ‘learning to learn’ (i.e., keep accumulating more of the same
experience) appears to be sensible.
More recently, the network capability concept and measures have become aligned with
the definition of a dynamic capability (e.g. Walter, Auer and Ritter 2006; Sarkar, Aulakh and
Madhok 2009; Torkkeli, Puumalainen, Saarenketo and Kuivalainen 2012; Schilke 2014b). A
notable example is the work of Schilke and Goerzen (2010). They develop a multi-dimensional
scale to capture the sensing, seizing and transforming mechanisms underlying network capability
as a dynamic capability. Using this scale, Schilke (2014b) presents one of the most recent studies
on the development of dynamic capabilities. He conceptualizes alliance learning as an
antecedent, second-order dynamic capability and finds it positively affects the first-order
dynamic capability, i.e., alliance management capability (akin to the network capability
construct).
This second-order dynamic capability approach to studying dynamic capability
development is fascinating at first glance. However, if we investigate the scales used to capture
alliance learning in Schilke (2014b), we see it does little to capture any reconfiguring or
orchestrating traits of a dynamic capability. In other words, the learning capability appears to be
rather ordinary and does not seem to resemble a dynamic capability. In fact, a careful review of
Schilke’s (2014b) theorization reveals that the key argument is still that of ‘learning to learn’.
Overall, the extant literature clearly informs the debate on general capability
development, but it draws our attention to a fundamental concern: the ‘learning to learn’ concept
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carried over from earlier literature may not be appropriate for studying the development of
dynamic capabilities. As I explain above, an ordinary capability is about doing things right to
become more efficient; a dynamic capability, however, is about reconfiguring to do the right
things to overcome market changes (Teece 2014). In the context of my example, although an
ordinary capability in network collaboration is about learning efficiently from partners, a
dynamic capability in network collaboration is about learning from the right mix of partners.
These two distinct types of capabilities can be developed through experience, but most likely
require drastically different experience bases.

4.2.2. Focusing on Generative Learning Experience
Our discussion to this point suggests that the ‘learning to learn’ notion provides little
clarity to how dynamic (rather than ordinary) capabilities can be developed and sustained. I take
the position that researchers should return to the fundamentals; that is, focus first on
understanding the specific learning activities that underline dynamic capabilities. With that,
research in dynamic capability development can then investigate the antecedents of these specific
learning activities. What are these specific learning activities?
Keeping in mind that the core premise of dynamic capabilities involves changing and
reconfiguring firm processes and resources to meet new market challenges (Teece 2007), some
aspects of resource reconfiguration involve discarding old ones, while others require the addition
of new resources (Danneels 2008). If dynamic capabilities are to orchestrate simultaneous
resource deletion and exploration (Teece 2014), they are not about lower-order, adaptive
learning. Rather, they require higher-order, generative learning. Generative learning involves: 1)
unlearning something current; 2) learning something entirely new; and 3) orchestrating the
unlearning and exploratory learning activities (Sinkula, Baker and Noordewier 1997; Danneels
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2008). The essence of dynamic capabilities is that they can manage and orchestrate generative
learning activities systematically. In doing so, they help reconfigure the resource base of firms on
a repeated basis and they can achieve environmental harmony for organizations over time.
This line of reasoning implies that although developing ordinary capabilities and dynamic
capabilities involve learning, very different kinds of learning activities and experiences are
required. Ordinary capability development involves a systematic process of adaptive learning. To
build ordinary capabilities, organizations must acquire knowledge about carrying out operational
activities and they accumulate experience when implementing the operational act itself. In
contrast, dynamic capability development involves a systematic process of generative learning.
To build dynamic capabilities, organizations acquire knowledge about altering operational
activities and they accumulate experience in (re)configuring the operations3.
The outcomes of ordinary capability development and dynamic capability development
are also distinct. Although routinizing lower-order, adaptive learning will likely lead to
organizational myopia over time, routinizing higher-order, generative learning should
significantly weaken the likelihood of myopia. Table 4.1 presents a summary of these arguments.
I believe this provides a necessary clarification on the connection between organizational
learning and the development of a dynamic capability.

3

It can be appealing to think that developing dynamic capabilities could be about ‘learning to relearn’, in the sense
that development of dynamic capabilities may require accumulation of experience of how to engage in
unlearning and exploratory learning activities simultaneously. The first part, ‘learning’, is congruent with the
existing literature and suggests that to develop dynamic capabilities, a firm needs to accumulate, disseminate,
share, articulate and perhaps even codify experience (Zollo and Winter 2002; Kale and Singh 2007; Heimeriks et
al. 2012). The second part, ‘to relearn’, departs from the literature and pinpoints the specific processes and
experience that define dynamic capabilities. I appreciate my committee members pointing out the potential
confusion that the phrase may cause. Rather than coining this new phrase, in this paper, I focus on articulating
the theoretical reasoning.
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Table 4.1. Capabilities and Types of Learning Experience

Capability
Type

As a Process
of…

Knowledge Associated
with the Capability

Ordinary
Capability

Lower-order (e.g.
adaptive) learning

Doing things right;
Knowledge about carrying
out operational activities

Experience in
implementing the act
itself

Higher-order (e.g.
generative)
learning

Doing the right things;
Knowledge about
orchestrating and
configuring operational
activities

Experience in configuring
the act, from
improvisation, trial-anderror and experimental
learning

Dynamic
Capability

Experience Required for
Capability Development

4.3. Entrepreneurship and Dynamic Capabilities
If we embrace the idea that generative learning experience underlies the development of
dynamic capabilities and that entrepreneurship may introduce such learning, it would be
reasonable to expect that entrepreneurship is an antecedent to dynamic capabilities. The work of
Zahra et al. (2006) represents one of the first efforts to establish such a connection. More
recently, Teece (2012; 2014) also highlights the impact of entrepreneurship and individual
entrepreneurs on the development and deployment of dynamic capabilities.
At the same time, I am mindful that entrepreneurship involves a wide range of
enterprising activities (Cope 2006) and that not all enterprising activities can (or should) create a
generative learning experience. As an example, I build on Zahra et al. (2006) whom define
entrepreneurial companies as those that “create, define, discover, and exploit opportunities
frequently well ahead of their rivals” (p. 917). They then define entrepreneurial activities as
“…activities that centre on the identification and exploitation of opportunities” (p. 925).
However, given that opportunities can be either incrementally new or radically new, what are the
learning implications? Opportunities that are incremental are more likely to involve adaptive
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learning, while more radical opportunities will likely involve generative learning (O’Connor
2008). Furthermore, Zahra et al.’s “exploitation of opportunities” appears to involve more
adaptive than generative learning.

4.3.1. Critical Entrepreneurial Events
I take the position that not all enterprising activities are equally generative. This means
that in theory, not all of them contribute to the development of dynamic capabilities. The
question then becomes: what entrepreneurial activities really matter to dynamic capabilities?
I turn our attention to ‘critical entrepreneurial events’. My notion of critical
entrepreneurial events is an adaptation of Cope’s (2006) critical learning events. Both concepts
highlight that not all enterprising activities are equal; some are major and transformational;
others less so. The key dissimilarity between the two is the level of analysis. Critical
entrepreneurial events are at the firm-level, while critical learning events are individual
incidents. The entrepreneurship literature supports the idea that entrepreneurial learning can exist
at both the individual- and the firm- level (Low and MacMillan 1988; Covin and Slevin 1991).
Accordingly, I propose that critical entrepreneurial events are distinct and meaningful at the
firm-level.
I define a critical entrepreneurial event as an organizational initiative to identify, pursue
and capture breakthrough entrepreneurial opportunities. These breakthrough opportunities
require the creation of new means-ends relationships that are substantially different from
previous norms in the industry or existing business model of the focal firm. This definition has
several important implications. First, critical entrepreneurial events are initiated by the
entrepreneurial actor (i.e., the focal firm). Although subject to exogenous influences, critical
entrepreneurial events are triggered by the decisions and actions of the firm. This notion is
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consistent with the agency view in the dynamic capability framework (Teece 2007) and
entrepreneurship research (Shane and Venkataraman 2000). It implies that the occurrences of
these events are heterogeneous across firms that face similar environmental and market
conditions. As such, the agency view relates to the heterogeneity of resource base and
competitive advantage.
Second, critical entrepreneurial events are not crises such as environmental shocks or life
cycle hurdles (Cope 2003). Crises are often distressed in nature (Greiner 1972), difficult to
pinpoint (Steinmetz 1969), unplanned and short-lived (Parsons 1996). They place a firm in a
passive position. In contrast, critical entrepreneurial events create both eustress and distress for
the firm in the process of identifying, pursuing and capturing breakthrough opportunities. These
events are also identifiable and specifically associated with breakthrough entrepreneurial
initiatives. Examples can include major business model innovation, major product or process
innovation, market creation or new market entry (e.g. expanding into entirely new industries
and/or international markets). In addition, because these events are triggered by entrepreneurial
decisions and actions of the firm, they may be strategically supported and involve gradual,
prolonged commitment and investment by the focal firm. Finally, while the uncertainty
associated with critical entrepreneurial events is expected to be high, a focal firm is by no means
passive. In fact, the firm that initiates a critical entrepreneurial event is likely proactive in
seeking new ways to tackle breakthrough opportunities. In short, I acknowledge that the
connection between crises and critical entrepreneurial events can be an interesting subject of
future research, but the two concepts are fundamentally distinct.
Third, critical entrepreneurial events differ from other entrepreneurial activities and as
such, require distinct management approaches. Table 4.2 compares general entrepreneurship
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activities to critical entrepreneurial events using the framework of Shane and Venkataraman
(2000). It is worth noting that both general entrepreneurial activities and critical entrepreneurial
events are associated with creating new means-ends relationships. However, the latter is focused
on a special class of opportunities that require the creation of really or radically (vs.
incrementally) new means-ends relationships. Because of the breakthrough nature of these
opportunities, the discovery and sensing of critical entrepreneurial events likely involves learning
that is generative and iterative. In contrast, other entrepreneurial activities that are more
incremental by nature often involve learning that is adaptive and additive.
The process of pursuing and capturing critical entrepreneurial events also differs. The
‘deep uncertainty’ or ‘unknown unknowns’ from Teece, Peteraf and Leih (2016) is noticeably
high in critical entrepreneurial events. As such, pursuing these events requires a strong emphasis
on agility. It favours validated learning approaches (e.g., build-measure-learn; Ries 2011) and
flexible logics (e.g., effectuation; Sarasvathy 2001). Because frequent iterations, changes and
reconfigurations are inherent in critical entrepreneurial events, the nature of learning is again
generative. That is, unlearning (i.e., discarding the obsolete) and exploratory learning (i.e.,
acquiring new knowledge and skills) occur iteratively and simultaneously. In contrast,
exploitation of incrementally new entrepreneurial opportunities is more concerned about
managing known probabilities (Teece et al. 2016). Prediction and causal logics are used to
minimize intensive reconfiguration and generative learning, in the attempt to get it right the first
time, based on the past.

4.3.2. Building Dynamic Capabilities with the Right Experience Base
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The distinct approaches required to manage critical entrepreneurial events versus other
entrepreneurial activities result in a vastly different experience base for an organization. During
critical entrepreneurial events, a firm must (re)configure its resource base quickly and drastically
to overcome unexpected new challenges (i.e., unknown unknowns). Doing so requires a firm to
question its existing way of being, unlearn if necessary, and explore entirely new ways of
operating. This helps the focal firm accumulate rich and resilient experience in resource
(re)configuration and generative learning, making it feasible to build dynamic capabilities.
In contrast, managing general entrepreneurial activities tends to accumulate adaptive
learning experience. During the discovery and exploitation of more incremental opportunities,
the exercises of sensing, seizing and transforming capabilities lack intensity and regularity. As
such, experience in resource (re)configuration is insufficient and weak, making the development
of dynamic capabilities difficult.
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Table 4.2. Critical Entrepreneurial Events in the Context of Entrepreneurship

Nature of
Opportunities

•
•

Discovery of
Opportunities

•
•

Exploitation of
Opportunities

•

•

Relating to
Dynamic
Capabilities

•
•
•

Entrepreneurship in General
Entrepreneurial opportunities in general are about
•
discovering and creating ‘future’ goods and services
(Low 2001).
•
They “differ from the larger set of all opportunities for
profit, particularly opportunities to enhance the
efficiency of existing goods, services, raw materials,
and organizing methods, because the former require the
discovery of new means-ends relationships, whereas the
latter involve optimization within existing means-ends
frameworks (Kirzner, 1997)” (p.220, Shane and
Venkataraman 2000).
Discovery and sensing of opportunities is based on prior •
knowledge and existing mental schemas (Shane and
Venkataraman 2000).
The nature of learning is continuous yet often adaptive.
•
Exploitation and seizing of opportunities is driven by
“expected value” which relies on analysis of market
size, life cycle, competition intensity and cost of capital
(Shane and Venkataraman 2000).
Both ‘known probabilities’ and ‘unknown unknowns’
(Teece et al. 2016) exist. The former is often the focus
in management.
Weak or insufficient experience in (re)configuration
makes development and rejuvenation of dynamic
capabilities difficult.
General entrepreneurial activities may slow down the
deterioration of existing dynamic capabilities.
However, exercises of sensing, seizing and transforming
capabilities lack intensity and regularity.

•

•
•
•
•

Critical Entrepreneurial Events
Critical entrepreneurial events are a special class of
entrepreneurial opportunities.
They differ from general entrepreneurial
opportunities because they require the creation of
really or radically (vs. incrementally) new meansends relationships.

Discovery and sensing of potential critical
entrepreneurial events requires unlearning the
obsolete and acquiring entirely new knowledge and
skills simultaneously.
The nature of learning is generative and iterative
rather than adaptive and additive.
Pursuit and seizing of potential critical
entrepreneurial events rely on organizational agility
and favours fast and flexible logics such as “buildmeasure-learn” (Ries 2011) and effectuation
(Sarasvathy 2001).
‘Unknown unknowns’ dominates operations.
Experience in resource (re)configuration and
generative learning is rich and resilient during
critical entrepreneurial events.
Such intensive higher-order learning experience
makes dynamic capabilities building feasible.
Existing dynamic capabilities are strengthened and
refreshed through intensive generative learning
exercises during critical entrepreneurial events.
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4.3.3. Keeping Dynamic Capabilities Fresh and Strong over Time
I argue that over time, critical entrepreneurial events and dynamic capabilities interact
with each other. Critical entrepreneurial events are non-routine and discontinuous by nature. The
generative learning experience acquired from these events can build and enhance a firm’s
dynamic capabilities. In turn, dynamic capabilities help a firm learn generatively in a systematic
manner. Therefore, they strongly support the (re)occurrence of critical entrepreneurial events.
My rationale is consistent with the perspective in which learning is the key to the discovery,
creation and capture of entrepreneurial opportunities (Short, Ketchen and Shook 2010).
Subsequently, new critical entrepreneurial events (re)inject intensive generative learning
exercises, thus strengthening and refreshing existing dynamic capabilities. This creates a selfreinforcing spiral. In theory, dynamic capabilities can help repeat these discontinuous, nonroutine events over time, although dynamic capabilities may not be the prerequisites of these
events.
It is also important to recognize the potential benefit of other general entrepreneurial
activities. These activities may provide a low to moderate level of exercise for existing dynamic
capabilities. As such, I expect that general entrepreneurial activities are helpful in slowing down
the deterioration of existing dynamic capabilities. However, the lack of strong generative
learning indicates that they are unlikely to further improve or rejuvenate dynamic capabilities.
I argue that the self-reinforcing spiral between critical entrepreneurial events and
dynamic capabilities represents a meaningful way to describe and explain how a firm builds its
dynamic capabilities and keeps them fresh and strong. My conceptualization specifies the core
mechanics of such a spiral. Figure 4.1 illustrates my conceptualization.
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Figure 4.1. Building, Strengthening and Sustaining Dynamic Capabilities with Critical
Entrepreneurial Events

4.4. Impact on Competitive Performance
The self-reinforcing spiral concept offers a new perspective on the performance impact of
dynamic capabilities, especially under high environmental dynamism. That is, it points to an
alternative, potentially systematic, route through which dynamic capabilities affect competitive
performance.
Competitive performance refers to a firm’s success relative to its existing or potential
competitors in the market (Barney 1991). Consistent with prior research (Miller and Friesen
1983; Teece et al. 2016), my definition of environmental dynamism captures both the level of
change (i.e., volatility or ‘known probabilities’) and uncertainty (i.e., unpredictability or
‘unknown unknowns’) in the market.
In the current literature, there appears to be a consensus that the impact of dynamic
capabilities on competitive performance is weak when environmental dynamism is low. The
main rationale is that competitive performance in a stable environment is driven by efficiency
and low operation costs. In such an environment, dynamic capabilities (i.e., routines of building,
integrating and reconfiguring existing resource base) become ‘change for the sake of change’,
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and therefore, cost the firm competitive performance (Zahra et al. 2006; Winter 2003; Schilke
2014a).
However, disagreement persists over the impact of dynamic capabilities when firms face
a highly dynamic environment. Some scholars (Eisenhardt and Martin 2000; Schilke 2014a)
suggest that the impact of dynamic capabilities diminishes with high environmental dynamism.
In my review of the literature, I observe two main supporting arguments for this view. The first
is related to the rarity and imitability of dynamic capabilities. Eisenhardt and Martin (2000)
suggest that in high velocity environments, dynamic capabilities become simple rules that appear
to be embedded in top management cognition (also see Di Stefano, Peteraf and Verona 2014).
Because these simple rules appear to be common among competing firms and are often unstable
in high velocity environments, they have a limited impact on competitive performance.
The second argument is mainly concerned with the value of dynamic capabilities. Schilke
(2014a) suggests that because of their path dependent nature, dynamic capabilities may fail to
respond to unfamiliar situations, provide inappropriate responses or introduce changes that are
overly incremental in volatile and unpredictable environments. As such, their value is greatest in
moderately dynamic environments and substantially reduced as environment dynamism further
increases.
By contrast, other scholars such as Teece et al. (2007; 2016) and Zahra et al. (2006) argue
that in highly dynamic environments, existing ordinary capabilities and operational resources
become obsolete and demand substantial reconfiguration on a regular basis and therefore, the
potential impact of dynamic capabilities (i.e., ability to reconfigure resources) on competitive
performance must be the greatest.
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Recently, Teece (2014) offers additional clarification on the discrepancy between these
two views. First, he points out the importance of explicitly distinguishing between ordinary and
dynamic capabilities. He suggests that if simple rules are ordinary capabilities, they would be
highly common, imitable and unstable in highly dynamic environments. However, if simple rules
are dynamic capabilities (as they are in this discussion), these rules may appear simplistic and
intuitive yet still have a high degree of sophistication. Not only may there be “micro-routines”
(p. 337) supporting these simple rules, they may also represent “signature process, rooted in each
company’s unique history and personnel” (p. 343). These unique simple rules will appear
unstable in the sense that they are “protean” (p. 339) and as I argue in this paper, generative.
However, their generative nature is nonetheless consistent and stable. Accordingly, dynamic
capabilities should be robust, non-substitutable and extremely difficult to imitate in dynamic
environments.
I believe this careful distinction between ordinary and dynamic capabilities also addresses
the second argument relating to the diminishing value of dynamic capabilities in a highly
dynamic environment. As I discuss in this paper, dynamic capabilities are about systematic
generative learning. The process of generative learning is iterative, rather than additive. As such,
an iterative, generative learning process is precisely what prevents firms from being myopic and
overly adaptive in unfamiliar and changing environments. Although some inappropriate
responses (i.e., failures) may be observed in the process of generative learning (e.g., trial and
error), they serve as means to innovate and obtain competitive performance under dynamism.
Strong dynamic capabilities should allow firms to be more agile in managing and learning
beyond failures and successes compared to their competitors.
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Teece (2014) suggests another (in my view, even more intriguing) argument on the
benefit of dynamic capabilities in dynamic environments. Specifically, he suggests that
“dynamic capabilities reside, in part, with individual managers and the top management team”
(p. 332) and involve creative managerial and entrepreneurial actions. He advocates that scholars
should “readmit one-time entrepreneurial/managerial actions (with or without rules) as a
component of dynamic capabilities” (p. 339). This leads him to state:

“A theory of competitive advantage without the possibility of non-routine action by the
top management team is awkward, and the dynamic capability framework was never
meant to preclude non-routine action” (p. 339).
In Teece’s view, both routine-based dynamic capabilities and one-time entrepreneurial
actions have a role to play in contributing to competitive performance in dynamic environments.
That is, the dynamic capability framework should accommodate both and specify the
relationship between the two.
Surprisingly, Teece (2014) only offers limited insight on this issue. In fact, his Figure 1
and articulations in the body of the paper appear to contradict each other. Particularly, his Figure
1 suggests that entrepreneurial decisions and actions are an antecedent of dynamic capabilities
and that the relationship is one-way. In contrast, arguments in the body suggest that
entrepreneurial decisions and actions can be enabled, in part, by higher-order routines and
processes. In the next section, I offer one way to understand how routines and non-routine
actions can co-evolve in firms.
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4.4.1. Spiral of Routines and Non-Routine Actions
I apply the self-reinforcing spiral concept to shed light on the relationship between
routine-based dynamic capabilities and one-time entrepreneurial actions. My earlier concept of
critical entrepreneurial events fits Teece’s definition of one-time entrepreneurial actions.
Consistent with my discussion, these events are discontinuous and intensively entrepreneurial.
The self-reinforcing spiral concept takes the position that while dynamic capabilities and
critical entrepreneurial events are related, they are also distinct. In other words, critical
entrepreneurial events are not dynamic capabilities, and vice versa. In addition, the relationship
between the two is interactive, rather than one-way. Over time, critical entrepreneurial events
keep dynamic capabilities fresh and strong; strong dynamic capabilities help promote (but not
completely routinize) the occurrence of these discontinuous, non-routine events.
This conceptualization has several implications. First, it resonates with Teece (2014) that
both routine-based dynamic capabilities and critical entrepreneurial events have roles to play in
driving competitive performance in dynamic conditions. Second, it extends Teece’s thinking and
specifies the relationship between routine-based dynamic capabilities and non-routine
entrepreneurial events. Finally, it draws the researcher’s attention to a fundamental question:
how to understand the impact of dynamic capabilities on competitive performance in the
presence of critical entrepreneurial events. I now elaborate on this issue.

4.4.2. Indirect Impact of Dynamic Capabilities through Critical Entrepreneurial Events
The literature may need to rethink how dynamic capabilities affect competitive
performance in dynamic environments. In particular, the indirect impact of dynamic capabilities
through critical entrepreneurial events warrants research attention. I argue that dynamic
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capabilities may affect competitive performance in different ways depending on environmental
dynamism. I use Figure 4.2 to illustrate my thinking and framework.

Figure 4.2. The Framework of Dynamic Capabilities, Critical Entrepreneurial Events and
Competitive Performance

Like the existing literature, I believe that when environmental dynamism is low, dynamic
capabilities increase cost, and thus, reduce the efficiency of firms. Because valuable, rare,
imitable and non-substitutable (V.R.I.N.) resources are often defined in terms of efficiency in
such an environment, dynamic capabilities should have a direct negative impact on a firm’s
ordinary capabilities and operational resources.
However, I add to this thinking by proposing that strong dynamic capabilities would also
increase the odds of critical entrepreneurial events. These events aim to discover and pursue
breakthrough opportunities to create really or radically new means-ends relationships. For
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example, a firm may find entirely new ways to leverage its ordinary capabilities and operational
resources to serve an entirely new market. This not only increases its economies of scale and
improves efficiency, but it redefines the VRIN status of its existing resources in the new market.
This type of change is fundamentally different from the traditional modification and
reconfiguration of the firm’s resource base. Put differently, in my arguments, dynamic
capabilities support the firm’s efforts to take discontinuous entrepreneurial initiatives (i.e.,
critical entrepreneurial events) and thus explore and reshape its set of opportunities to create new
competitive advantage.
I want to emphasize that opportunities differ from resources, although they are closely
related (Short et al. 2010). Existing dynamic capability theory focuses on understanding how
firms change their ordinary capabilities, assets and operational resources to respond to
environmental changes. My argument here suggests that dynamic capabilities may also help
firms change and reconfigure the set of entrepreneurial opportunities. A new entrepreneurial
opportunity set does not necessarily reconfigure resources within the existing criteria; instead, it
may change the criteria and redefine the value (i.e., desirability) of its resources.
As an example, consider Apple iPhone. When Apple launched the iPhone in 2007, it did
not just add ordinary capabilities associated with mobile telephones to its resource base. It also
identified and captured a unique mobile telephone segment that made its core design capabilities
a VRIN resource. Put differently, Apple did not launch a mobile phone that was more reliable
than (e.g.,) a phone from Nokia, or (e.g.,) more secure than one from Blackberry. Apple initiated
a segment that redefined the criteria associated with desirable mobile phones and did so in its
favour.
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4.4.3. Organizing for Breakthrough Entrepreneurial Opportunities and Redefinition of VRIN
Resource
The potential of dynamic capabilities to enable critical entrepreneurial events and
transform the entrepreneurial opportunity set becomes especially vital when we are in the context
of a highly dynamic environment. In volatile and unpredictable environments, the VRIN criteria
of ordinary capabilities and resources are ambiguous and fast-changing (Eisenhardt and Martin
2000) and thus, the impact of dynamic capabilities on competitive performance through directly
reconfiguring the resource base becomes questionable. Instead, the key benefits of dynamic
capabilities may come from supporting critical entrepreneurial events and the reconfiguration of
entrepreneurial opportunities because this helps define and select the right VRIN resources to
build.
Prior literature overlooks this potential indirect impact of dynamic capabilities and
perhaps underestimates their value. The self-reinforcing spiral explains how dynamic capabilities
remain instrumental to obtain competitive performance in highly dynamic environments.
Through enabling critical entrepreneurial events, dynamic capabilities help firms identify, create
and explore new market opportunities. During these critical entrepreneurial events, the firm’s
existing set of opportunities is modified and reconfigured through iterative, generative learning.
Competitive performance can be achieved when the breakthrough means-ends relationships that
emerge from the critical entrepreneurial events meet strong market demand. Growth in market
demand forms the market structure and in turn, this stabilizes the VRIN criteria. Ordinary
capabilities and resources that have been developed to support these new means-ends
relationships are then defined and recognized as VRIN by the market.
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My conceptualization suggests that although not completely routinized, strong dynamic
capabilities increase the (re)occurrence of critical entrepreneurial events. Critical entrepreneurial
events provide dynamic capabilities with purposeful exercise in an ambiguous and unpredictable
environment. The interaction between the two allows firms to explore, validate and transform
their set of entrepreneurial opportunities faster and more creatively than competitors. Such a
framework of competitive advantage specifies the role of routine-based dynamic capabilities and
discontinuous entrepreneurial actions, shedding light on how “strong dynamic capabilities allow
a firm to ride successive waves of change across lines of business” (p. 339, Teece 2014).

4.4.4. Is Entrepreneurial Capability Just a New Category of Dynamic Capability?
The concept of ‘entrepreneurial capability’ is emerging in the entrepreneurship and
strategy literature. In this section, I relate to my prior discussion and highlight two important
points about entrepreneurial capability to argue that it has the potential to extend the current
framework of dynamic capability.
According to Abdelgawad, Zahra, Svejenova and Sapienza (2013), entrepreneurial
capability can refer to “[a] firm’s overall capacity to sense, select, shape, and synchronize
internal and external conditions and resources for the exploration (recognition, discovery, and
creation) and exploitation of opportunities” (p. 396). Currently, it is positioned as “a new
category of dynamic capability, operating at the interaction of leaders’ mindsets and actions” (p.
404) and its “contribution lies in inducing change into a firm’s environment to gain an
advantage” (p. 398). This differs from other types of dynamic capability that operate on internal
resources within the firm’s internal organizational boundaries.
How does my discussion relate to this? First, I believe there is a need to differentiate
between ‘general entrepreneurial capability’ and ‘major entrepreneurial capability’. As I discuss
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above, not all entrepreneurial activities are the same; some are more adaptive while others are
more generative and major. The nature of entrepreneurial capability will most likely affect its
dimensions and mechanisms (Abdelgawad et al. 2013). The current literature provides little
clarification on this issue.
Second, entrepreneurial capability may not only (re)configure a firm’s resource-base, but
also its attention-base. Although entrepreneurial capability can be dynamic and generative, I
question if it should be positioned within the existing resource-based view of the dynamic
capability framework. I am aware that a similar (although less explicit) higher-order learning
perspective has also been used to understand the concept of entrepreneurial capabilities (Zahra,
Abdelgawad and Tsang 2011). However, entrepreneurial capabilities appear to change and
reconfigure managerial attention (i.e., mindsets and strategic goals) as much as organizational
resources. Managerial attention affects a firm’s perceptions and interpretations regarding
environmental changes and market opportunities and these perceptions drive strategic
entrepreneurial responses (Kammerlander and Ganter 2015; Ocasio 1997).
Accordingly, I argue that the occurrence of critical entrepreneurial events is certainly
enabled by a firm’s ability to change its resource base (a.k.a. dynamic capabilities in the
resource-based view). However, it is also driven by the remapping of managerial attention. The
routine and process of remapping managerial attention is, in my view, the key differentiation and
contribution of ‘entrepreneurial capability’ to the strategy and dynamic capability literature.
This line of argument has an important implication. It suggests that the concept of
‘entrepreneurial capability’ extends current dynamic capability framework beyond the traditional
resource-based view by introducing an attention-based view component.
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4.5. (Early/Late) Timing of Critical Entrepreneurial Events
In this final section, I discuss how: 1) the timing of critical entrepreneurial events; and 2)
entrepreneurs and managers may play a role in influencing the spiral between critical
entrepreneurial events and dynamic capabilities. I suggest that strong dynamic capabilities
require the early occurrence of critical entrepreneurial events in a firm’s history.
To begin, I explain the advantages of the early timing of critical entrepreneurial events in
building dynamic capabilities. First, younger firms are more cognitively, structurally and
relationally flexible (Autio, Sapienza and Almeida 2000) than older firms. Flexibilities increase
“the propensity to enact reconfiguration processes” (Zahra et al. 2006, p. 930), and this supports
the occurrence of critical entrepreneurial events. Flexibilities also reduce the tension between an
organization’s desire for change and its inertia. Thus, they enhance the development and
deployment of dynamic capabilities. Accordingly, younger firms should be better able to
embrace and imprint generative learning experiences from a critical entrepreneurial event to
build dynamic capabilities. As firms become more established and embedded in the adaptation of
prior experience, both the occurrence and convergence of critical entrepreneurial events may
become less likely.
Second, early timing may lead to faster development of the self-reinforcing spiral
between critical entrepreneurial events and dynamic capabilities. The development of dynamic
capabilities is not automatic and requires the intentional practice of reconfiguring ordinary
capabilities and resources (Teece 2014; Zahra et al. 2006; Sapienza, Autio, George and Zahra
2006). The more a firm exercises generative learning and resource reconfigurations, the more
proficient it becomes with these tasks, and the more likely a firm is to develop dynamic
capabilities. It is possible that the earlier these critical entrepreneurial events occur in a firm, the
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more likely a firm can convert the generative learning experience and imprint (Hannan 1998) the
processes that define dynamic capabilities. Furthermore, the earlier a firm imprints the processes
of dynamic capabilities, the more likely new critical entrepreneurial events will occur in the
future. In other words, the self-reinforcing spiral between critical entrepreneurial events and
dynamic capabilities are more likely to emerge sooner for firms that pursue breakthrough
opportunities and innovations early on. This may be the key to the sustainability of strong
dynamic capabilities.
Therefore, I take the position that the early timing of critical entrepreneurial events in a
firm’s developmental history has a major impact on dynamic capabilities in the long run. An
aging firm, without the prior habit or experience of generative learning, will likely resist any
potential critical entrepreneurial events due to its growing exploitative inertia.
However, the early timing of critical entrepreneurial events and dynamic capability
development come with noticeable challenges. A young firm is often faced with limited
resources (Sapienza et al. 2006). Pursuing breakthrough entrepreneurial opportunities and
dynamic capability development early on may trade survival for long-term growth. This raises
the question of how early (late) is too early (late) for a firm to initiate its first critical
entrepreneurial event in order to develop strong dynamic capabilities? If early timing is
necessary, what are the antecedents that may enable a young firm to support and resource a
critical entrepreneurial event, in the absence of routine-based dynamic capabilities?

4.5.1. Entrepreneurs and Timing
I believe that the focal entrepreneurs or managers are the key contingency factors for the
feasibility and success of early critical entrepreneurial events. I propose that the resources and
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choices of early managers in the firm have a profound imprinting effect on future dynamic
capability development because they affect the timing of these events.
Central to my argument, dynamic capabilities are not the prerequisites for critical
entrepreneurial events. A young firm is unlikely to have well-established organizational routines
and processes. Its ability to pursue breakthrough opportunities (i.e., critical entrepreneurial
events) depends mostly on the resources, skills and cognitive characteristics of individual
entrepreneurs (e.g., founders) and managers. Research in this area is relatively limited and
additional research will be needed to pinpoint specific factors. One exception is the early
internationalization literature (e.g., Jones and Coviello 2005) literature which suggests personal
network ties, cognitive orientation and related experience prior to joining the focal firm are
healthy starting points. However, additional research will be needed to delineate how individual
resources contribute to dynamic capability building through critical entrepreneurial events.
Nonetheless, my framework makes the connection between individual entrepreneurs and firmlevel dynamic capabilities to provide a meaningful starting point for researchers.

4.6. Conclusions and Implications
In this paper, I attempt to clarify that generative learning underlies dynamic capabilities.
Based on this clarification, I draw researchers’ attention to the concept of critical entrepreneurial
events. I suggest that the self-reinforcing spirals between critical entrepreneurial events and
dynamic capabilities represent a core mechanism for how a firm builds, strengthens and sustains
its dynamic capabilities over time. I apply this concept to understand the impact of dynamic
capabilities on competitive performance in a highly dynamic environment. In addition, I apply
the framework to highlight the key theoretical differentiation between concepts of
‘entrepreneurial capability’ and ‘dynamic capability’. Finally, I propose how the timing of the
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initial critical entrepreneurial events may impact the long-term development and sustainability of
dynamic capabilities.
I acknowledge that further theoretical and empirical development is required to validate
and substantiate the ideas presented in this paper. I also understand that my essay may lead to
additional research questions. For example, is there an optimal frequency in which critical
entrepreneurial events occur to balance the strength of dynamic capabilities and performance
efficiency? Can and should a firm pursue multiple critical entrepreneurial events at the same
time? How do the characteristics and portfolio of critical entrepreneurial events affect the
development and codification of dynamic capabilities? Given that there are different types of
critical entrepreneurial events (e.g., major production innovation, major market expansion, major
business model creation), how do they each influence dynamic capability development efforts?
In terms of the timing of critical entrepreneurial events, although I touch upon early versus late
timing, it is also important to consider other types of timing such as good/thrilling times versus
bad/hostile times during the developmental history of a firm. It is my hope that this conceptual
paper can stimulate new thinking and offer strategy scholars opportunities for research in the
domains of entrepreneurship and dynamic capability.
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4.7. Appendix: Network Capability Literature Review Table
The literature review began with collecting papers explicitly studying network capability
(NC). To collect the papers, I conducted an extensive search using the Web of Science database.
The time frame is 1990 to June 2015. The table below shows the scholarly peer-reviewed
journals included in the search. The multiple field selection reflects a comprehensive coverage of
NC literature. The journal selection (i.e. top journals) captures a high quality and impactful
sample of NC papers in each field.

Field
Entrepreneurship
International
Business
Marketing

Strategy and
Management

Journal
Entrepreneurship Theory and Practice
Journal of Business Venturing
International Business Review
Journal of International Business Studies
Journal of World Business
Industrial Marketing Management
International Journal of Research Marketing
Journal of International Marketing
Journal of Marketing
Journal of Marketing Research
Journal of Product Innovation Management
Journal of the Academy of Marketing Science
Marketing Letters
Marketing Science
Technovation
Academy of Management Journal
Academy of Management Perspectives
Academy of Management Review
Organization Science
Strategic Management Journal

As a first step, I searched for papers using general topic key words: “capability or
competence” and “alliance or network” and “innovation”. The search presented over 250 results.
I reviewed these papers individually to determine their relevance and more importantly, develop
a familiarity with the terminology used to capture NC. At the end of this exercise, I concluded
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that many of these papers mentioned the topics of “network or alliance” and/or “capability or
competence”, but they did not specifically study network capability.
In the second iteration, I adopted a more focused approach to my search. I used specific
network capability construct terms as my key words. The key words included: “network
capability” or “network capabilities” or “networking capability” or “networking capabilities” or
“network competence” or “network competences” or “relational capability” or “relational
capabilities” or “alliance capability” or “alliance capabilities” or “alliance management
capability” or “alliance management capabilities” or “alliance portfolio management capability”
or “alliance portfolio management capabilities”. The search results consisted of 52 papers. I
again reviewed these papers individually. In the process, I excluded those that were not within
the scope of network capability, and concurrently, added missing papers based on my review of
the citations in these papers. The final network capability review list includes 42 papers.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
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In Chapters 2, 3 and 4, I explain in detail the findings and contributions of individual
essays on dynamic capabilities in the context of networks, innovation and entrepreneurship. In
this final chapter, I synthesize and discuss how the three essays work together to advance
thinking in the dynamic capability literature. In addition, I reflect on what I have learned from
creating and refining these three pieces of research.

5.1. Synthesis
The premise of dynamic capabilities is that they can reconfigure a firm’s resource base to
help handle (e.g., adapt to or shape) market changes in a highly systematic and continuous
manner (Teece et al. 1997; Helfat and Peteraf 2003; Teece 2007, 2012, 2014). I set out to
investigate three key research questions in the extant dynamic capability literature. They are: 1)
what types of resource change a dynamic capability enables; 2) how organizational contexts
affect the impact of a dynamic capability; and 3) how firms build and sustain strong dynamic
capabilities. Table 5.1 summarizes how my three essays address each of the research
opportunities complementarily and separately.

5.1.1. Resource Reconfiguration Routes Contingent on Context
To begin, the findings that emerge from the three essays suggest that a dynamic
capability impacts an organization through multiple, different resource reconfiguration routes.
The findings of Essay 1 and the arguments of Essay 3 highlight that a dynamic capability enables
generative resource reconfiguration in firms. At the same time, Essay 2 suggests that a dynamic
capability also affects firm performance through speeding up resource reconfiguration.
Interestingly, all three essays emphasize that the route(s) through which a dynamic capability
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impacts an organization is not fixed but rather, contingent on the organizational context (i.e.,
research opportunity #2).
In particular, Essay 1 and 3 suggest that as the levels of environmental dynamism
increase, a dynamic capability is more likely to create competitive advantages through generative
resource reconfiguration. Yet, at lower levels of environmental dynamism, generative resource
reconfiguration does not appear to explain the impact of a dynamic capability. Essay 2 highlights
that a dynamic capability improves competitive performance by speeding up resource
reconfiguration among younger firms, while in older firms, a dynamic capability drives
performance through different resource reconfiguration route(s). Together, these insights provide
a fine-grained view on how the impact of a dynamic capability on resource base and
performance manifests differently in distinct organizational contexts.

5.1.2. Context as Outcome of Dynamic Capabilities
Perhaps more significantly, a new perspective emerges in researching the relationship
between organizational contexts and dynamic capabilities (i.e., research opportunity #2). That is,
a dynamic capability may also be able to shape organizational context and in doing so, help
obtain competitive advantages under highly uncertain environments. Here, I refer to the indirect
impact of dynamic capabilities on resource base and organization through critical entrepreneurial
events (Section 4.4.3). The empirical findings of Essay 1 support my rationale in Essay 3 that
dynamic capabilities may enable major innovations (i.e., critical entrepreneurial events) and in
turn, shape the VRIN criteria in the market (i.e., organizational context). This new perspective
represents a major point of departure from thinking in the existing dynamic capability literature.
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Table 5.1. How Three Essays Work together to Address Research Opportunities

Essay

Title

1st

How dynamic network
capability shapes major
innovation capability under
turbulence

2nd

3rd

When is speed of product
reconfiguration a missing
link? Dynamic network
capability, firm age and
competitive performance

Keeping dynamic
capabilities fresh and
strong: The role of higherorder learning experience
and critical entrepreneurial
events

Research opportunity #1:
The types of resource change
that a dynamic capability
enables

Research opportunity #2:
How organizational contexts
affect the impact of a dynamic
capability

Research opportunity #3:
How firms build and sustain
strong dynamic capabilities
• Generative learning forms the
experience base for developing
a DC (Essay 1 and 3).

• A DC impacts an organization
through different resource
reconfiguration routes (Essay
1 and 2).
• A dynamic capability (DC)
introduces systematic
generative resource
reconfiguration (Essay 1 and
3).
• A DC also speeds up resource
reconfiguration (Essay 2).

• The route(s) through which a
DC impacts an organization is
contingent on organizational
contexts (Essay 1 and 2).
• A DC may help obtain
competitive advantage by
shaping a firm’s context (e.g.,
definition of VRIN in the
market) through major
innovations (Essay 1 and 3).

• A DC may help provide the
generative learning experience
that leads to another DC (in a
separate domain) (Essay 1).
• Development of DCs requires
critical entrepreneurial events
(CEEs) (Essay 3).
• The self-reinforcing spiral
between DCs and CEEs keeps
DCs fresh and strong over time
(Essay 3).
• Early CEEs and characteristics
of founders/early managers
affect the imprinting of DCs
(Essay 3).
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5.1.3. Core and Peripheral Dynamic Capabilities
In terms of addressing how firms can build and sustain strong dynamic capabilities
(research opportunity #3), both Essay 1 and 3 highlight that generative learning experiences are
foundational. Yet, they suggest different sources or drivers of the generative learning
experiences. Essay 1 supports the fresh idea that one dynamic capability such as DNC can help
provide the generative learning experience that leads to another dynamic capability in a separate
domain (i.e., MIC). Such flow from one dynamic capability to another suggests the possibility of
relationships between (or the network of) dynamic capabilities. Adopting the common ‘core vs.
peripheral’ dichotomy, I contend there may well be ‘core dynamic capabilities’ which
presumably serve as important sources of generative learning for other ‘peripheral dynamic
capabilities’. This insight, although preliminary, raises important research questions related to
the interconnection between dynamic capabilities. In my in-depth review of the dynamic
capability literature, I have not found any research that theorizes or investigates the organizing of
(multiple) dynamic capabilities. Therefore, my dissertation contributes to the very early
discussion on this topic.

5.1.4. Sustaining and Strengthening Dynamic Capabilities is Systematic but not Automatic
Essay 3 focuses on the interplay between entrepreneurship and dynamic capabilities. It
introduces the concept of critical entrepreneurial event and develops the idea of self-reinforcing
spiral between these discontinuous, non-routine events and dynamic capabilities. I apply the selfreinforcing spiral concept to propose that the development, sustainability, and strengthening of
dynamic capabilities can be systematic yet not automatic. I highlight the role of individual
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entrepreneurs and managers and offer a number of high potential new research opportunities in
the area of dynamic capability development.
Through completing this dissertation and exchanging ideas with scholars at the Strategic
Management Society special conference on entrepreneurship and dynamic capability, I have
come to the view that opening the black box of the systematic process of dynamic capability
development and sustainability is one of, if not the most, urgent tasks for management scholars.
Recall the premise of dynamic capabilities is that they can reconfigure a firm’s resource base to
help handle (e.g., adapt to or shape) market changes in a highly systematic and continuous
manner. The premise implies that dynamic capabilities themselves must remain fresh and strong.
How can managers and firms achieve this? Essay 3 addresses this question and contributes to the
underdeveloped literature on dynamic capability development.

5.2. What I Learned as an Academic Researcher
In this last section, I would like to highlight some key lessons I learned as an academic
researcher in completing my dissertation.
First, high-quality, original research involves a great deal of uncertainty and takes time to
develop. An excellent metaphor for completing a dissertation is the major innovation process
itself. A dissertation follows a number of steps including proposing novel research questions,
building theoretical arguments, collecting and analyzing data, writing essays and revising based
on feedback from helpful reviewers. But the actual process is highly iterative with constant new
inputs from the external environment (e.g., data availability, funding, newly published articles)
and the internal reality (e.g., energy and time). For example, I had an ambitious data collection
plan that incorporated secondary performance data, multiple informants and follow-up surveys. I
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have made many adjustments to cope with operational challenges during the implementation of
my research and I now realize that simply achieving one of those three is an accomplishment. I
believe, as several highly experienced scholars have advised me, this is the nature of new
knowledge creation. I am glad to have embraced the full experience.
However, I also learned (i.e., the second lesson) that with the right scholarship
capabilities, developing and conducting high-quality and novel research can be more systematic
and less overwhelming. As I reflect on my direct experience, it is interesting to find that the most
instrumental capabilities appear to be dynamic and higher-order in nature. Examples include the
ability to reconfigure the literature base, the ability to adjust your priorities and the ability to
orchestrate network ties. Perhaps one of the most salient capabilities I have learned is the ability
to change life routines. For example, different intervals for working, eating, exercising and
healing are required to manage productivity and health at different times. It is safe to say that my
dissertation (like all) research will become obsolete one day, and that this is something positive
because it means that new knowledge is being created. But the scholarship capabilities I learned
will remain relevant to my academic career and life, as they have helped me become more aware,
conscious and receptive to change.
Lastly, I learned that as an academic researcher in a business school, I benefit
tremendously from producing good teaching. Good (instead of more) teaching helps create good
research. It is because in good teaching, we are forced to create the most parsimonious and
engaging way to exchange knowledge with students. In doing so, we have the opportunity to
make our ideas more relevant and concrete and discover other interesting questions to explore.
To me, students are the ultimate recipients, users and judges of my research, and I need them as
much as they need me.
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APPENDIX: SURVEY INSTRUMENT
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TITLE OF PROJECT: Collaboration, Innovation and Firm Performance
At the Lazaridis School, we do cutting edge research on innovation management. We are located at the heart of Canada’s technology
hub, Waterloo. Your much appreciated participation in this survey will help us assess how important capabilities in collaboration and
innovation may affect the growth and survival of manufacturing and technology firms in North America.
This anonymous survey will take approximately 15 - 20 minutes to complete. There are no right or wrong answers to the questions,
and only your opinion is required. There are no known risks associated with your participation. Your individual data will not be
analyzed and data will only be reported at an aggregate level, with absolutely no reference to company names or any identifying
features. Your participation in this study is voluntary; if you decide to participate, you may withdraw by contacting your online
research panel company or the researchers at any time and your data will be deleted. We appreciate your complete and careful
participation, but you may decline to answer any individual question. The general results of this study will form part of a doctoral
dissertation, be presented in academic conferences, and published in academic journals.
The online survey is administered by a professional organization with appropriate security systems in place to ensure the
confidentiality and privacy of the data. If the system offers to make your IP address available to us (the research team), this
information will be declined. The data will be kept securely and solely with the principal investigator and his supervisor. All data will
be saved on a password-protected computer. At the same time, because this project employs electronic-based collection techniques,
the confidentiality and privacy of data may not be guaranteed during web-based transmission. If you have questions at any time about
the study or the procedures (or you experience adverse effects as a result of participating in this study) you may contact: Ken Chen at
kchen@wlu.ca. This project has been reviewed and approved by the University Research Ethics Board. If you feel you have not been
treated according to the descriptions in this form, or your rights as a participant in research have been violated during the course of this
project, you may contact Dr. Robert Basso, Chair, University Research Ethics Board, Wilfrid Laurier University, (519) 884-1970 (ext.
4994) or rbasso@wlu.ca. The REB approval number is 4862.
Thank you again for participating. You are making a difference for business and a very grateful PhD student!
Ken Chen (PhD Candidate) Lazaridis School of Business and Economics Wilfrid Laurier University, Waterloo, Canada
Nicole Coviello (Supervisor) Betty and Peter Sims Professor Entrepreneurship, Professor of Marketing Lazaridis School of Business
and Economics Wilfrid Laurier University, Waterloo, Canada
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I consent to participate in this study.
 Yes (1)
 No (2)
Welcome and thank you for participating in our study. We begin with several simple questions about you and your firm. What is
your position in the firm?








CEO, General Manager, President (or similar) (1)
Head of Marketing, Marketing Director (or similar senior marketing positions) (2)
Head of Product Development (or similar senior product development positions) (9)
Head of Sales, Sales Director (or similar senior sales positions) (19)
Head of Operations (or similar) (18)
Other member of the senior management team (please specify) (4) ____________________
Not a member of the senior management team (5)

Please tell us about the ownership structure of your firm:






Independently-owned (1)
An autonomous division (i.e., strategic business unit) of another firm (2)
A subsidiary of another firm (3)
A joint venture (4)
Other (please specify) (5) ____________________

Does your firm have multiple strategic business units (i.e., autonomous divisions)?
 Yes (1)
 No (4)
If No Is Selected, Then Skip To Please tell us about the nature of yo...
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For the rest of the questions in this survey, please focus on the business unit you are most familiar with as 'your firm'. For instance,
when we ask about the number of employees your firm has, please consider the number of employees your business unit has.
If For the rest of the questio... Is Displayed, Then Skip To Please tell us about the nature of yo...
Please tell us about the nature of your firm:
 Primarily a manufacturing firm (e.g., hardware maker) (1)
 Primarily a service firm (e.g., pure software developer) (2)
Is your firm actively developing new products?
 Yes (1)
 No (2)
Did your firm collaborate (i.e., work together in any way) with external parties to develop new product(s) prior to 2013?
 Yes (2)
 No (3)
How knowledgeable are you about your firm's collaboration in NPD (new product development) in the last 3 years?
 Not at all knowledgeable (1)
 (2)
 (3)
 Neutral (4)
 (5)
 (6)
 Extremely knowledgeable (7)
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In this section, we will ask about your firm's operations and its market environment. Over the last 3 years, to what extent has your
firm used each of the following activities to capture, interpret, and integrate knowledge and information about market and technology
conditions?
Not at All
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

To a
Large
Extent (7)

Regular formal reports and memos that
summarize learning. (1)















Information sharing meetings. (2)
Face-to-face discussions by cross-functional
teams. (7)





























Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements about R&D, focusing on the last 3 years,
Strongly
Disagree
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Strongly
Agree (7)

Our firm has had one of the most productive
R&D groups in the industry. (7)















Our firm has spent more on R&D than the
competition. (8)















Our firm has spent more on R&D than the
industry average. (9)
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Over the last 3 years, what has been your average annual spending on R&D as a percent of company sales? (Please enter the
percentage without any decimal places, e.g., 30%)

Please rate the following statements about your firm. Over the last 3 years...
Strongly
Disagree
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Strongly
Agree (7)

Senior managers in our firm have been
encouraged to ‘‘think outside of the box’’.
(9)















Questioning how decisions are made has
been a highly encouraged practice in our
firm. (12)















Unusual and exciting ideas have been highly
valued in our firm. (10)











































Senior managers in our firm have been
comfortable reflecting critically and openly
on their assumptions about the way the firm
operates. (7)
It has been very difficult to change the
routines that guide how things are currently
done in our firm. (11)
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Over the last 3 years...
Strongly
Disagree
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Our senior managers have often had
responsibility or authority in several task
areas rather than one central task area. (7)















Our business activities have often been
undertaken by senior managers who have
broad task descriptions that span different
areas, rather than very narrow task
descriptions. (8)















There have been lots of possibilities for
senior managers to gain better insights into
what other departments are doing. (10)















The exchange of ideas across functional
boundaries has been encouraged in our
organization. (9)















(5)

(6)

Strongly
Agree (7)
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Please describe your primary market by rating the following statements. Over the last 3 years,
Strongly
Disagree
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Strongly
Agree (7)

The demands of our business environment
have been constantly changing. (8)
Marketing practices in our industry have
been constantly changing. (9)





























Changes in our industry have been
unpredictable. (11)















In our market environment, new business
models have evolved frequently. (12)















The modes of production have changed
often and in a major way. (10)















Thank you. We now turn to your firm’s experience in collaborating with external parties for its new product development
(NPD). There are different ways to collaborate in NPD. Please indicate what prior experience your firm has had. (Please click all
that apply)
 Customer involvement (e.g., we involve customers in idea generation, prototyping or product testing); (4)
 Supplier or other expert involvement (e.g., we involve suppliers or technology experts in idea generation, prototyping or product
testing); (5)
 Strategic alliance (e.g., joint venture or co-investment). (6)
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When did your firm collaborate with an external party in NPD for the first time? (Please enter approximately which year, e.g., 2005)

When was your firm founded? (Please enter the founding year, e.g., 2000)

After its first NPD collaboration,
Strongly
Disagree
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Strongly
Agree (7)





























Strongly
Disagree
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Strongly
Agree (7)

Our firm's commitment to collaboration for
NPD has fluctuated from year to year. (16)















Our firm has stopped collaboration activities
for NPD for an extended period of time.
(15)















Our firm quickly increased the use of
collaboration for NPD. (13)
There was a rapid growth in the number of
NPD collaboration activities in our firm. (14)
Since its first NPD collaboration,
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In general, how would you describe your firm’s prior NPD collaboration experience? Over the last 3 years...
Strongly
Disagree
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Strongly
Agree (7)

The company has engaged in a variety of
NPD collaboration activities. (18)
The company has been regularly involved in
activities related to NPD collaborations.
(19)





























The company has interacted with many
NPD collaborators. (20)















We now turn to your firm's collaboration process in new product development (NPD). Please indicate your level of agreement for the
following statements. Over the last 2 years...

Our activities with NPD collaborators have
been well coordinated. (22)
We have ensured that our work tasks fit very
well with those of our NPD collaborators.
(23)
We have ensured that our work is
synchronized with the work of our NPD
collaborators. (24)
There has been a great deal of interaction
with our NPD collaborators on most
decisions. (25)

Strongly
Disagree
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Strongly
Agree (7)
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Over the last 2 years...
Strongly
Disagree
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Strongly
Agree (7)











































Strongly
Disagree
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Strongly
Agree (7)

We have had the competence to absorb new
knowledge from our NPD collaborators. (33)















We have had the capability to learn from our
NPD collaborators. (32)
We have successfully integrated new
information acquired from our NPD
collaborators with our existing knowledge.
(35)











































We have determined areas of synergy in our
portfolio of NPD collaborators. (47)
We have ensured an appropriate coordination
among the activities of our portfolio of NPD
collaborators. (46)
We have ensured that inter-dependencies
between our NPD collaborators are identified.
(48)
Over the last 2 years...

We have had adequate routines to analyze the
information obtained from our NPD
collaborators. (34)
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Please indicate your level of agreement for the following statements. Over the last 2 years...
Strongly
Disagree
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Strongly
Agree (7)

We have actively monitored our environment
to identify NPD collaboration opportunities.
(40)















We have often taken the initiative in
approaching customers, suppliers or other
experts with NPD collaboration proposals.
(38)















Compared to our competitors, we have been
far more proactive and responsive in finding
and ‘going after’ NPD collaborations. (39)















We have strived to preempt our competition
by entering into NPD collaboration
opportunities. (37)
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Over the last 2 years...
Strongly
Disagree
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Strongly
Agree (7)

We have been willing to put aside contractual
terms to improve the outcome of our NPD
collaborations. (42)















Flexibility (in response to a request for
change) has been a key characteristic of our
NPD collaboration management process. (44)















When an unexpected situation arises, we
would rather modify a NPD collaboration
agreement than insist on the original terms.
(43)















We have been reluctant to change a NPD
collaboration relationship even when we
really should. (45)
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Thank you! In the remainder of the survey, we want to focus on your firm’s internal NPD process.
Over the last 2 years...
Strongly
Disagree
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Strongly
Agree (7)

Our NPD process could easily change to fit
the needs of a new product. (14)















We could easily replace one set of abilities
with a different set of abilities to adopt a
new technology in NPD. (17)















We could easily change the manner in
which we carry out tasks to fit the needs of a
new product. (20)















We have found it difficult to change
established procedures to cater to the needs
of a new product. (16)

























































We have not been afraid to reflect critically
on the shared assumptions we have made
about our NPD process. (11)
NPD personnel in this enterprise have
realized that the way they perceive the
marketplace must be continually questioned.
(22)
We have rarely collectively questioned our
bias about the way we interpret information
in our NPD process. (23)
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Over the last 2 years, to what extent has your firm:
Not at All
(1)
Acquired product technologies and skills
entirely new to the firm? (25)
Acquired entirely new managerial and
organizational skills that are important for
innovation? (26)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

To a
Large
Extent (7)





























Learned product development skills and
processes that are entirely new to the
industry? (29)















Learned first-time new skills in the NPD
operations? (27)















What level of confidence do you have in the national economy today? Please click a box on the continuum.
 Very Low (1)
 (2)
 (3)
 Neutral (4)
 (5)
 (6)
 Very High (7)
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How would you rate your company’s capability to generate the following types of product innovations in the most recent 12 months?
Much
weaker
than main
competitors
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Much
stronger
than main
competitors
(7)

Innovations that significantly enhance
customers’ product experiences. (32)
Innovations that make our firm's existing
products obsolete. (30)





























Innovations that fundamentally change our
firm's existing products. (31)















Innovations that make our firm's existing
expertise (e.g. technology and skills) in
prevailing products obsolete. (34)















(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

In the most recent 12 months, compared to our main competitors:
Strongly
disagree
(1)

Strongly
agree (7)

Our new-product success rate has been
better. (35)
Our time to market has been shorter. (36)





























Our development cycle has been shorter.
(37)
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Finally, we want to briefly explore your firm's overall performance and its primary sector. In the most recent 12 months, how has
your firm performed relative to its main competitors on:
Much
weaker
than main
competitors
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Much
stronger
than main
competitors
(7)

Total sales growth (1)















Growth in client base (2)
Growth in the number of markets (or
segments) served (3)





























Ability to fund business growth from
profits (8)















Profitability (4)















Cash flow (5)















Return on investment (7)















Q18.2 In the most recent 12 months, how has your firm performed relative to company objectives on:
Much
weaker
than
expected
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Much
better
than
expected
(7)

Business growth (1)















Profitability (2)















Performance in new product development
(3)
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Q19.1 What is the number of employees in your firm?

Q19.3 Would you describe your firm as mostly serving:
 Business and/or government markets? (1)
 Consumer markets? (2)
Q19.5 Over the last 3 years, what has been your sector's attitude towards NPD collaboration?
Strongly
disagree
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Strongly
agree (7)

A desirable practice for firms. (2)















An appropriate practice for firms. (3)















A particularly desirable practice for young
firms. (4)















Strongly
disagree
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Strongly
agree (7)

Maintaining flexibility in operations is
desirable for firms. (4)















Flexibility in operations is not desirable for
firms. (5)















Over the last 3 years, our sector has had the perception that:
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Please indicate your degree of knowledge about the topic (i.e., collaboration and NPD) in this survey:
 Very limited knowledge (1)
 (2)
 (3)
 (4)
 (5)
 (6)
 Very substantial knowledge (7)
How confident were you in answering questions related to the firm’s collaboration history?
 Not at all confident (1)
 (2)
 (3)
 (4)
 (5)
 (6)
 Very confident (7)
Approximately how many years have you worked in this firm?

Is your firm publicly traded?
 Yes (1)
 No (2)
Thank you so much for completing this survey! Your participation is invaluable for the successful completion of this PhD thesis
research. Before submission, we would like to ask you to us tell the name of your company. While your response to this question
157

is optional, we would truly appreciate this information because it will enable us to integrate publicly available information about firms
with our analysis. We guarantee confidentiality of the individual firms surveyed and assure we will use the name of the firm only for
the reason stated above.
 Yes. My company's name is (Please enter the full name): (1) ____________________
 No. (2)
If No. Is Selected, Then Skip to End of Block
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